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Education has definitely changed when the COVID-19 pandemic
struck. Millions of students and teachers, even parents, were affected
worldwide. The rapid shift to remote learning certainly presented tons
of challenges, specifically related to lack of Internet access and digital
devices and insufficient time, knowledge, skills, and resources to prepare
the necessary instructional materials for whatever kind of remote learning
modality schools chose to employ.
Prolonged school closures gave rise to the sole reliance on remote
learning. But even if remote learning proved successful, it also brought to
light new challenges, including the emergence of a seeming digital divide
and socio-emotional problems among students due primarily to feelings
of isolation and separation from their teachers, peers, and friends.
Students who had access to more learning resources and advanced technology were in a better
position than those who did not. But every student needs a means to interact with others if they
are to continue learning even on their own at home. And teachers need all the help they can get to
ensure their students remain motivated to continue learning, albeit remotely.
We hope that the SEAMEO Toolkit for Remote Teaching and Learning, under the COVID-19
Accessible and Responsive Education Support (CARES) Project, can help teachers do everything
they can to make remote learning engaging and interactive, thus ensuring learning continuity even
during the ensuing pandemic. May the activities, resources, and tools featured in this toolkit make
remote learning at par with face-to-face learning at the very least. That way, even after schools
reopen, should the need to implement quarantines again, it would be easier for teachers and
students alike to go back to remote learning without skipping a beat.
We hope that you, dear teachers, will learn a lot from this toolkit!

Dr. Ethel Agnes P. Valenzuela
SEAMEO Secretariat Director
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FOREWORD

A Brief Overview of the Status of Global
Education amid the COVID-19 Pandemic
The entire world is currently in the grip of living with the COVID-19 pandemic. Countries are in the
midst of preventing future spikes in the number of infections through massive vaccination programs
while implementing varying levels of localized community quarantines to contain the further spread
of the disease. Amid this scenario, various sectors of the society are slowly going back to business
as usual, giving citizens a sense of normalcy, albeit a very different one before the pandemic
struck.
The recent resurgence of cases in many countries due to new COVID-19 variants continues to
hinder the full return to face-to-face learning. As such, the education sector continues to grapple
with challenges and the long-term effect of school closures as they navigate and respond to glaring
inadequacies and inequities that have been exposed and surfaced (Schleicher, 2020).
In March 2020, 184 countries enforced school closures, which led to
the rapid shift to various distance or remote learning modalities,
ranging from using print-based self-learning modules and
radio and television broadcasts to online distance
learning.
In the first year of the pandemic, 168
million children were not allowed to
physically go to school. A total of 214
million children spent three-quarters of the
school year learning remotely (United
Nations International Children’s Education
Fund [UNICEF], 2021).
The school closures had a massive
impact and negative effects on children’s
academic development and, more
importantly, their well-being. Not only did
the students have a hard time adjusting to
the new setup and sustaining their
engagement while learning remotely, they also
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faced challenges, issues, and dangers brought on by prolonged periods of staying at home.
UNICEF (2021) reported that the most vulnerable or at risk group of children were hardest hit
by the pandemic. Forced child marriage and labor were among the most prevalent issues they
encountered. UNESCO (2020) added teenage pregnancy, isolation, high dropout rates, stress,
and poor nutrition to the list of adverse effects of prolonged school closures. It is important to
note that because of the lockdowns, schools were unable to deliver services related to regular
initiatives, such as feeding and nutrition programs. They also lacked the means to ensure the
students’ mental well-being and provide after-school support. This discontinuance contributed
to the emergence of some of the observed adverse effects of the pandemic. The longer schools
remained closed, the deeper the potentially irreversible negative effects affected children, especially
those who were marginalized and vulnerable (UNESCO, 2021).
As we move into the second year of the pandemic, we need to improve education continuity
programs to reach more students and ensure that their needs are addressed despite the isolation.
UNESCO reported that as of September 2021, 117 million students remained out of school. Plans
for reopening schools are carefully being crafted. Some countries have even begun implementation
while maintaining a high degree of precaution and safety. Success varied. Infections within specific
groups of students often led to localized school lockdowns. Regardless of the mode of learning
employed (i.e., remote or a combination of onsite and offsite learning), education and school
leaders need to exert more effort to guide and assist teachers as they continue to explore and
implement new pedagogies, strategies, and practices to ensure better student learning outcomes
and provide holistic support for all children.

Remote Learning amid the COVID-19
Pandemic in Southeast Asia
Like other countries worldwide, Southeast Asian countries also grappled with the different
challenges brought on by the unprecedented education disruption and sudden shift to remote
learning due to prolonged school closures. Learning loss became a primary concern throughout
the region. Students in the Philippines and Myanmar had to learn remotely for more than 200 days
last year while the rest of the countries in the region except Singapore had to forgo face-to-face
learning for more than 100 days (Asian Development Bank [ADB], 2021).
At the start of the regionwide lockdown, schools implemented education continuity programs
using various alternative learning modalities (ALMs), most notably, remote or distance learning.
This modality included using printed modules for students who did not have access to the
Internet. Those who had access to the Internet learned using their mobile phone, tablet, or
personal computer (PC) via online or remote learning. Television and radio shows also broadcast
supplementary lessons produced and recorded by teachers and organizations. Other alternative
modes of learning also included home schooling and flexible learning options.
Some schools had the capability and flexibility to combine two or more distance learning
approaches or modalities to reach and support all of their students. As such, students who
primarily relied on printed modules or self-learning packets also watched or listened to educational
television and radio shows assigned by their teachers to deepen their learning.
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The rationale behind blending ALMs, after all, was to ensure that all students had every possible
means to continue learning. Blended learning was, in fact, a response to the glaring inequalities
among students that became clearer than ever. Not all had access to the Internet even if it is the
most efficient and powerful platform for remote learning. The most affected students were those
who belonged to marginalized and low-income communities. Needless to say, online learning
could not be a long-term solution to address learning gaps (ADB, 2021). Schools had to address
the digital divide in terms of access to learning by identifying every medium they can use to even
the playing field.
UNICEF cited several impressive country responses to the new education dynamics amid the
pandemic. More students in Timor-Leste, for instance, now had access to online platforms,
videos, and radio shows compared to 2019, a product of the country’s accelerated adoption of
nontraditional learning modalities. The Thai government, meanwhile, gave low-income families cash
grants to support their children’s education. Vietnam and the Philippines adjusted their curricula
to respond to the academic and psychological pressure brought on by remote learning amid a
stressful environment (Hulshof and Tapipla, 2021). The Philippines also successfully developed
a multipronged education technology program that enabled remote learning access via the
Department of Education (DepEd) Commons Platform and DepEd TV, among others. A similar
education response was also implemented in Indonesia, with the establishment of TV Edukasi
(ADB, 2021). All countries, along with educational organizations, such as the Southeast Asian
Ministers of Education Organization (SEAMEO), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO), UNICEF, and the World Bank (WB), among others, have also
been exploring solutions and best practices to further improve distance learning.
As the pandemic progressed, all Southeast Asian countries, except the Philippines, already
resumed face-to-face classes at some level (Hernando-Malipot, 2021). UNESCO supports and
encourages the gradual resumption of physical classes, citing the need to address learning loss
and gaps incurred in the past months. It emphasizes that schools strictly enforce safety protocols
and practices to ensure the safe return of teachers and students alike to school, though. The
decision to reopen schools is, however, voluntary. National governments are tasked to make the
final call after carefully considering essential factors, such as teacher vaccination and the capability
of the schools to follow established safety protocols and requirements and support educators as
they again gradually redesign learning in a physical setting.
The recent surge in the number of COVID-19 cases due to the Delta variant has, however, pushed
a few countries to once again enact massive lockdowns as a precautionary measure to prevent
the spread of the disease. Schools were closed again and students had to shift to remote learning.
Amid all the uncertainties, education needs to be more flexible, responsive, and inclusive. Our
ultimate goal must be to enable teachers and students to confidently shift from face-to-face to
remote learning and vice versa at a rapid pace, whenever necessary.

Key Educational Challenges amid the Pandemic
Education must continue despite the pandemic. As such, governments, organizations, and other
stakeholders should continue to evaluate, reflect on, and improve national education continuity
programs. The collective experience of students, teachers, and school communities from the
massive global education experiment during the first round of school closures is an essential data
source that can help us identify the next steps to create an education continuity program that is
flexible enough to withstand sudden shifts in learning modality. As the world steps into another
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year of education amid the pandemic, schools should take into account new learnings and best
practices from the previous school year to improve existing systems and practices that may not
work to achieve set goals and expectations or address the pressing needs of students.

ACCELERATED ADOPTION OF EDUCATIONAL
TECHNOLOGY AND THE GROWING DIGITAL DIVIDE
The immediate need to ensure education delivery through remote learning pushed schools to
adopt technology use for instruction and assessment rapidly. E-learning allowed teachers to
engage students who were physically separated from them through various platforms, including
video-conferencing tools, learning management systems (LMSs), office suites, and communication
tools. It invigorated the education technology market, which witnessed an increase in global
revenue from US$18.66 billion in 2019 to a whopping US$350 billion by 2025 (Li and Lalani,
2020). A steep rise in using video-conferencing tools like Zoom, online tutorial platforms, and
content management systems (CMSs) was also seen, as schools turned into so-called “cloud
campuses.” Online learning innovations also grew in volume, as teachers and students slowly but
surely learned to take full advantage of the opportunities that digital platforms and applications
offered. All of these developments improved and changed learning for the better. The rise in
personal digital device ownership also empowered students to access learning materials whenever
they wish and wherever they are.
While education technology served as a quick solution to bridge the gap between students and
teachers, it only benefited a limited number of the global student population. Those who had
access to a reliable Internet connection and digital devices were the sole beneficiaries. Students in
rural areas or places where Internet penetration remained low or nonexistent were substantially left
behind or gravely disadvantaged. They missed out on the ability to communicate, collaborate, give
and receive feedback, and obtain guidance from their teachers and their peers. Even if they had
access to printed modules and other nondigital materials, these did not afford them the immediacy
of interaction and connection that online platforms provided. This divide contributed to the learning
gap among students.
The digital divide brought to light an enormous challenge that we have already observed even
before the pandemic struck. Unfortunately, information and communication technology (ICT) and
education technology usage exposed more gaps in relation to access and equity.

INDEPENDENCE IN HOME-BASED LEARNING AND
CHALLENGES IN THE FORM OF ISOLATION AND DISCONNECTION
Remote learning amid the pandemic required students to adopt independent learning skills. They
needed to study on their own or with the help of adults at home. The different independent learning
skills they should develop include the ability to set goals or create a regular learning schedule,
focus on and engage with different learning materials, monitor their own learning, and assess their
performance. These skills are closely related to if not the same as the skills required in socialemotional learning, which promotes self-regulation, self-discipline, and responsibility over one’s
decisions. Depending on a student’s age and level of maturity, independence in learning can
manifest immediately, given proper training, or slowly, especially among younger children who need
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the guidance and supervision of adults at first.
One of the best practices of many schools during the pandemic was to orient and give students
an overview of what were expected of them for home-based remote learning. The students were
guided on how they can manage their own learning and given helpful tips, such as scheduling their
school requirements, taking health breaks from online classes, and keeping their learning nooks
distraction-free.
Some parents felt they always have to be beside their children or need to help them with their
modules or activities. That led to certain problems, such as putting too much pressure on children
to immediately understand lessons or making the students too dependent. To make children
obtain a certain level of independence, schools began orienting parents about their role in remote
learning, which lessened unnecessary intervention and stress.
But while remote learning helped students become more independent, their lack of physical
contact with their teachers and classmates remained an issue. Studies have shown that prolonged
school closures prompted students to feel isolated and disconnected due to prolonged separation.
While online platforms indeed helped temporarily bridge students with one another and their
teachers, it could not replicate the immediacy and spontaneity they experience in physical or
face-to-face interactions. They did not feel the joy and unparalleled experience of being with their
classmates and friends when they are in the same physical space.

IMPORTANCE OF SELF-ASSESSMENT AND THE
NEED FOR IMPROVED FEEDBACK MECHANISMS
Remote learning required students not only to study independently or with the support of adults
at home but also assess their own performance. The absence of teachers made students
more aware of and reflective on their learning progress. They needed to ensure they were
truly getting the lessons, understanding content, and acquiring the required skills. If they were
having a hard time with lessons, they had to find a way to address issues through various ways,
such as mindfully noting challenging parts, reviewing content, or using checklists as organized
learning guides (Welch, 2020). Performing these metacognitive processes are critical skills to
have to ensure successful remote learning. That did not mean they cannot ask for guidance or
help from their teachers, parents, or adults at home. Remote learning simply gave the students
an opportunity to develop and manifest agency and learning skills related to independent
learning, especially amid prolonged school closures (United Nations Office for the Coordination
of Humanitarian Affairs [UN OCHA], 2020). Students should be capable of giving themselves
feedback to gauge their understanding and strategically plan and decide how they must proceed
with the lesson at hand.
Remote learning also required self-assessment, which led to a major shift in the field of student
learning assessment. Before the pandemic struck, self-assessment was not often employed due
to the presence of teachers who directly gave feedback to students.
Self-assessment was also a way for students to take ownership of their learning. Instead of simply
relying on external feedback, the students were empowered to be mindful and reflective of what
they learned and how they did so. The internal feedback made learning more meaningful. Selfassessment gave the students the power to own their performance and make their own way
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toward a successful learning journey.
Unfortunately, however, recent studies also stressed the importance of formative assessment as
a means to help students gauge their progress and identify areas for improvement. While selfassessment is essential to remote learning, it can also cause students to develop misconceptions
that could stem from misunderstanding lessons or the inputs provided by their learning supervisors
or companions at home. As such, students are not expected to progress through an entire
curriculum on their own or only rely on self-learning strategies without interacting with and obtaining
feedback from their teachers.
Without effective and timely feedback from teachers, students may suffer from misunderstanding
and jeopardize their learning. In the first year of education amid the pandemic, the students who
did not have access to the Internet and two-way communication tools lost the chance to receive
feedback on their work and clarify misconceptions. Schools, therefore, need more robust and
accessible feedback mechanisms if they are to successfully implement remote learning (UN
OCHA, 2020). Feedback must be communicated in a timely manner if it is to be effective. That
said, schools face the major challenge of addressing this need, They must address inequitable
access to effective communication platforms and tools.

MULTIPLE LEARNING MODALITIES AND
ASSESSMENT RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY
As mentioned earlier, the education departments and ministries of various countries successfully
designed and implemented different distance learning modalities that ensured continuous
education delivery despite physical separation. Apart from employing printed distance learning
modules or learning packets, schools also broadcast educational radio and television programs.
Online learning, aided by digital platforms, meanwhile, was the go-to for schools whose teachers
and students had reliable access to the Internet and digital devices. They also used digitally
created instructional materials stored in flash drives that were either delivered to the students’
homes or picked up by their parents. Mixing various remote learning modalities was also done to
give students more opportunities and resources (UNICEF, 2020). While gaps have been observed
for the different modalities, all of them were, in the end, implemented to ensure that all students
had access, regardless of their financial status.
Whatever remote learning modality the students used, assessment reliability and validity remained
a primary issue. The results of traditional summative tests (i.e., those that required memorization)
could be unreliable since the students could have answered these tests with the help of adults
at home or the Internet. While such tests were effective in face-to-face learning scenarios, they
may not be in the context of remote learning. While schools can constantly remind students to be
honest, the strategy may only work for those with a strong sense of integrity. It did not help that no
parent would want their children’s grades to suffer if they could help it (Laitusis, 2020).
Schools do, however, recognize the inefficiency of summative assessment and rapidly
transitioned to nontraditional tests that are performance-based in nature. Instead of quizzes
and exams, students were asked to submit portfolios, projects, or finished products or capture
their performances on video to demonstrate their learning progress. Some schools employed
authentic assessment, which challenged students to apply their learning to solve real-world
problems, thereby preventing “cheating,” “Googling answers,” or sharing answers with their peers.
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Authentic assessment thus elevated the assessment process and gave students an opportunity to
demonstrate higher-order thinking and metacognitive skills.
It is worth noting, too, that the sudden transition from summative to performance-based and
authentic assessment affected both teachers and students. For teachers who were not used to
nontraditional assessment, designing the appropriate performance-based or authentic assessment
requirement took some time, especially since that also involved devising a way to evaluate
the students’ submissions. The students, meanwhile, had to adjust as well. They needed to
understand what was expected of them and come up with extensive plans to achieve the goals
their teachers set.

IMPROVED DIGITAL AND TEACHING SKILLS AMONG
TEACHERS AND THE REALITY OF TEACHER BURNOUT
We cannot deny that the abrupt adoption of various remote learning modalities caught teachers
and school leaders unaware and, sometimes, even unprepared. In fact, one of the biggest
challenges that remote learning posed was lack of teacher readiness and capacity to teach
remotely. While all teachers were familiar with designing and implementing lesson plans and
corresponding assessment instruments for face-to-face learning, almost all did not have
experience doing so for remote learning.
Remote learning was uncharted territory, with its own pedagogical principles, LMSs, and core
education principles. Remote teaching required the creation of new instructional materials tailorfitted to the digital platforms schools chose to employ during the pandemic. It also required
providing teachers access to the Internet, digital devices, such as laptops or tablets, and software,
platforms, and applications. Most importantly, teachers had to learn, relearn, and even unlearn
some skills and knowledge they may have honed over the years, as these cannot be applied to
remote learning. They needed to learn to design online modules, maintain student engagement
online, create appropriate feedback mechanisms, and create appropriate tests.
In their study, the International Task for Teachers for Education 2030 (2020), also known as the
“Teacher Task Force (TTF),” found that when it came to training and preparing for emergency
remote learning, teachers received limited training. They instead had to rely on their own
experiences and strive to learn new skills to better adapt to the shift. Most of the training they
received focused on technology and equipment-readiness, which ensured that could at least
create remote learning materials and access online learning platforms, such as video-conferencing
tools and LMSs. Their training, however, left them to struggle with providing students support for
proper technology use and troubleshooting help (Brooks and Grajek, 2020). They also lacked
training to provide psycho-social support for students, an area that proved critical during the
pandemic. “Maslow before Bloom,” in fact, became a battle cry amid the unprecedented shift to
remote learning. Students also had physiological and psychological needs that teachers had to
deal with (Doucet, et al., 2020).
While teachers did have an opportunity to upgrade their information technology (IT) skills, some
continued to lack access to digital devices and tools required in remote learning. Brooks and
Grajek (2020) noted that while some teachers had their own PCs, a sizable percentage did not.
Most of them could only access such tools when they were in school, which did not bode well due
to the lockdowns. That said, even among the teaching community, there was a considerable
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gap concerning device access. Worse, the gap
							
did not only affect teachers who needed to
							
take part in remote learning. Even those
							
from schools that chose to use printed
							
modules needed access to such
							
devices to create the learning materials
							 their students needed.
							
Granted, all teachers had to do their job
							
despite the lockdowns. But we need to
							
understand that some of them had their
							
own families to take care of. And that, like
							
everyone else, they were also at the
							
mercy of the pandemic. And so, it is
							
not surprising for them to suffer from
							stress, and even burnout. Some even had
						
to go on leave or, worse, resign (Fleming,
					
2020). Much of the stress that affected teachers
					
had to do with the rapid transition to remote learning.
				
Amid concerns about their own and families’ health and safety,
			
they lacked time to prepare for work. And without a definite view
			
of the future of education, some teachers took the transition roughly.
The need to respond to constant emails and messages from parents and students about the
new learning setup also stressed teachers out. A lot of them felt everything was a trial-and-error
exercise. They felt like they were flying an airplane that they have yet to finish building (Tuscano,
2021).
If anything, education proved successful despite the pandemic. But we need to stress that while
remote learning worked, there are still several areas for improvement and major concerns that
need to be addressed. As schools continue to dynamically and proactively respond to changes,
teachers need more guidance and support to become confident educators, coaches, and learning
designers, regardless of the mode of learning they must employ.
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HOW TO USE THIS TOOLKIT

Purpose of This Toolkit
This toolkit aims to guide and help teachers to become creative, resourceful, and reflective remote
learning educators, coaches, and supporters to their students and proactive partners to parents
and guardians. It is not meant to tell teaches what to think about remote learning. Instead, it gives
them insights into strategies and research regarding learner-centered and 21st-century-oriented
remote learning so they can, in the end, make proper judgments to empower the learners under
their wing. This toolkit also aims to provide teachers up-to-date information founded on research
and real-life experiences in various areas related to remote learning, such as designing instructional
materials, enhancing remote learning experiences, delivering instruction effectively, assessing
student performance, and providing adequate learner support.
This toolkit does not make definitive claims as to what will improve student outcomes in remote
learning. Rather, it provides high-quality information on remote learning that can help and benefit
teachers, students, and parents. Users must, however, always consider the context and needs of
the learners, the capacity of the teachers, and the current situation of the school community.

Who Should Read This Toolkit?
This toolkit is a handy resource for teachers
who need to take part in remote learning,
regardless of modality (i.e., digital or
analog). It delves into the basic
frameworks, pedagogies, instructional
principles and tools, and learner support
systems that remote learning requires.
Teachers who employ blended or hybrid
learning modalities can also benefit from
this toolkit, as it discusses various
elements of online learning, including
independent learning or learning from
home. School leaders and education
policymakers can also benefit from this
toolkit so they can make better-informed
decisions on improving and sustaining
remote learning.
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Structure of This Toolkit
This toolkit contains the following:
◊ A brief overview of remote learning and its different modalities
◊ Agency and student preparation for remote learning
◊ Working parents and homes for sustainable remote learning
◊ Building positive relationships and communities
◊ Creating content that engages learners to participate in active and deep learning
◊ Fostering interactions in remote learning
◊ Ensuring feedback in remote learning
◊ Designing for authenticity in remote learning
To help teachers and readers navigate this toolkit, each chapter follows a simple structure. Each
chapter has the following parts:
◊ What to Know: This section tackles essential ideas or key principles related to the topic
based on research and studies tho provide teachers a clear perspective on what they need to
know.
◊ What to Do: This section shares best practices, strategies, and practical tips that will help
teachers put the essential ideas or key principles related to the topic into action.
◊ What to Ask: This section poses reflection questions to help teachers be more mindful
of how they integrated key ideas and best practices learned to strengthen their respective
schools’ remote learning programs.
◊ Resources and Tools: This section provides a list of accessible instructional and
technological tools, such as software, apps, and platforms and open educational resources
(OERs) that the teachers can explore and use.
Enjoy learning from this toolkit!
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INTRODUCTION

What Is Remote Learning?
Remote learning, also known as “distance learning,” “distance education,” or “remote instruction,”
is a type of learning that occurs when the learner and the instructor or teacher or source of
information are separated physically and hence cannot meet in a traditional classroom setting. That
means the participants cannot be in the same physical space for face-to-face or onsite learning
(UNESCO, 2020).
While remote learning continues to be the primary mode of delivering instruction amid the
pandemic for many countries around the world, distance education is no longer new. It has, in
fact, long been considered an education field on its own but was always seen as an alternative or
a nontraditional mode of learning employed side-by-side with traditional face-to-face education.
Despite this perspective, remote learning has become a fast-growing form of domestic and
international education, gaining popularity among professionals who are interested in furthering their
careers through informal adult training or formal post-baccalaureate degrees (Valentine, 2002).

Key Principles of Remote Learning
Remote learning has important theoretical constructs or key principles that can help engage
learners better. These will be discussed in greater detail in the succeeding chapters but are briefly
described below.
◊ Transactional distance: Simply put, this refers to the physical distance or gap between a
teacher and a student. This gap, however, does not only refer to a physical and observable
distance but also to how dialog and structure in remote learning affect the relationship between
a teacher and his/her students, thereby, extending the physical gap to pedagogical and
psychological challenges that need to be addressed (Moore, 1996).
◊ Interaction: This refers to the three basic types of interaction that occur in remote learning—
learner-teacher interaction, learner-learner interaction, and learner-content interaction. The
concept is fundamental and essential to remote learning because it allows learners to get
motivated, receive feedback, gather information, and foster dialogs and connections to their
teacher, fellow students, and even the content they are currently learning.
◊ Control or agency: This plays an important role in student success in remote learning.
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Studies have shown that the more students feel
							
in control or that they have a high
							
level of agency to set goals, decide
							
and plan how they will learn, and be
							
responsible for the consequences of their
							
decision, the more likely they are to
							
persevere and persist to learn. Control,
							
however, is more than independence.
							
It is also a result of balancing three
							
important factors—learner agency or the
							
ability to make decisions, competence
							
(i.e., ability and skills), and support (i.e.,
							
both human and technical) (Mc Isaac and
							
Gunawardane, 2001).
								
◊ Social context: This is an emerging
						
key principle in remote learning that reminds
						
teachers to consider the social environment that
					
affects the motivations, attitudes, and performance of
				
students. Hence, issues, such as inequity in access to
				
resources and tools for remote learning and the socio-economic
			
status of the members of the school community, are important factors
to consider to ensure student success in remote learning.

Modalities of Remote Learning
Remote learning is a broad approach to education that can be implemented through different
modes, often depending on how instruction and assessment are packaged and delivered to
students. As such, the technology used for each modality differs as well.

PRINT-BASED REMOTE LEARNING
Print-based remote learning is the oldest form of distance education. It is also often referred to as
the “correspondence model” because teachers and students engage with each other through
printed instructional materials, such as modules. Proven to be inexpensive, this mode of learning is
the most feasible way to deliver distance education despite a limited budget, poor IT infrastructure,
terrain that is difficult to navigate, insufficient manpower to create materials, and a highly dispersed
population (Burns, 2011).
While printing learning modules and packets at home is a lot easier and more cost-efficient
compared to other modes, print-based remote learning is also beset by challenges in terms of
efficacy. Students may, for instance, lose interest due to the passive nature of learning that is
often associated with module-based learning. Text-based instruction may not be as engaging
as other multimodal remote learning approaches and are often more prone to issues, such as
misinterpretations and misconceptions. Also, because of health-related restrictions and limited
access to gadgets, the students may lose out on the opportunity to communicate with their
teacher to ask questions or make clarifications. Without these interactive feedback mechanisms
or channels, they are left to learn on their own, which can be difficult for those who may not have
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a high level of literacy and comprehension. Opportunities for collaboration are also absent in this
mode of remote learning.

BROADCAST-BASED REMOTE LEARNING
Broadcast-based remote learning uses two of the most commonly found entertainment appliances
in homes—radios and television sets. In this mode, instruction is delivered through prepackaged
audio and video clips aired on specific schedules for students to listen to or watch. Content
aired over the radio or television focus on essential knowledge in the form of educational shows
that capture students’ attention through engaging audio and visual elements. Such shows often
demonstrate skills to help students put their learning into practice and master the skills taught. The
pandemic pushed education ministries to collaborate with local and national radio and television
stations to air audio- and video-based instructional learning materials on agreed-upon schedules.
Broadcast-based remote learning is a step up from the print-based modality because the
instructional materials used were generally more engaging. At times, two-way radios were also
employed to provide additional instructions to students. That, however, required access to the
necessary gadgets, such as walkie-talkies. Compared with developing printed modules, producing
broadcast materials required more time, manpower, and skill, not to mention a bigger budget. And
while radio and television shows were more engaging than modules, they still lacked the capacity
to enable real-time feedback and interaction with teachers and peers that online learning provided.

OFFLINE MULTIMEDIA-SUPPORTED REMOTE LEARNING
For students who have access to PCs or tablets but reside in areas where Internet connection may
be unstable and unreliable, the use of multimedia-based instructional materials and digital modules
packaged and stored in portable devices, such as flash drives, was
employed. Teachers prepared these drives, which are then
picked up by parents or guardians from the school or
designated learning drop-off stations. Students are
expected to go through the digital modules
and accomplish the assignments given.
When they are done, they send the flash
drives along with their outputs back to
their teacher for assessment. The cycle of
exchange continues until the school year
ends.
This remote learning modality offers the
same benefits as broadcast-based remote
learning. Learning is more interactive and
engaging. But like broadcast-based
learning, the students do not get an
opportunity to provide and receive
immediate feedback and interact with
their teacher and classmates. They also
miss out on collaborating with others.
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ONLINE LEARNING
Probably the most popular mode of learning employed at the onset of remote learning, online
learning takes advantage of powerful technologies, such as the Internet and digital devices. Simply
put, online learning connects teachers with their students virtually, enabling instruction, feedback,
assessment, collaboration, and communication in real-time. Instruction in online learning can be
given in various ways—synchronously or asynchronously and self-paced or teacher-facilitated.
If used appropriately, online learning platforms, such as video-conferencing apps or software,
LMSs, cloud-based productivity and office tools, and other third-party online tools, can help
create an engaging, highly interactive, and personalized virtual learning environment for students.
These online platforms can support a wide range of activities in areas where reopening schools
is still not possible. And due to the limited face-to-face learning, this modality will continue to play
an important role in ensuring that students continue to learn even if they cannot physically go to
school.
Due to its dependence on the Internet, however, online learning can be unreliable when
connections fluctuate. Sometimes, despite a strong Internet connection, virtual classes can
become unstable because they require a lot of bandwidth. And for those who pay for access
depending on consumption, the modality can be costly. Producing digital instructional materials
also requires a lot of time, effort, and skill for teachers. In addition, conducting live lectures can be
complex and certainly a lot different from doing so face-to-face. Issues regarding assessment were
also a major concern. All of those considerations have made online learning highly susceptible to
inequity-related challenges.

MIXED OR COMBINED MODALITIES OF REMOTE LEARNING
Mixed or combined modalities refer to the ingenious adoption of two or more remote learning
modes to hopefully address issues with or the shortcomings of each modality. This approach
is typical for schools where access to online learning is impossible for all due primarily to lack
of Internet infrastructure in their community. In such cases, print- and broadcast-based remote
learning are usually combined. Printed modules serve as the main instructional delivery while radio
and television shows act as supplementary materials in hopes that they would engage students
more. Walkie-talkies and mobile phones are also used to deliver feedback via audio or text
messages.
At the end of the day, whatever learning modalities a school chooses to combine, the ultimate goal
is to ensure that students get equal access to communication, feedback, and support from their
teachers, especially since remote learning is daunting and challenging.
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Chapter 1

AGENCY AND PREPARING
THE STUDENTS FOR
REMOTE LEARNING

Learner agency is anchored on the ability of every learner to set goals, reflect and act on
their decisions, and be responsible for the consequences of such decisions. It is an active
characteristic in learners that allows them to shape and determine their own learning journeys
(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], 2019).
In remote learning, agency can be traced back to the principle of control, which posits that
students who have a higher level of control, determination, and independence are more likely to
succeed. Hence, it is important that students are prepared to become better independent learners
through gradually developing learning and life skills that foster agency.

What to Know
AGENCY HELPS LEARNERS SET, ACHIEVE, AND REFLECT ON
THEIR GOALS, LEADING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF SELF-EFFICACY.
Remote learning requires students to exhibit flexibility in learning. Those who are undergoing
nondigital learning modalities are expected to study on their own if they are mature and capable
enough or under the supervision of adults if they are still young.
In asynchronous online learning, students are expected to set up their own schedules to
accomplish the requirements despite enjoying the flexibility to choose the best time, place, and
pace to learn. Regardless of their home setup and amount of adult supervision they can get, this
flexibility presents opportunities for learner to develop and deepen agency. The same situation can,
however, overwhelm students, leading to nonproactive learning or even learning dismissal. The
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absence of teachers and other people to
							
support their learning can affect their
							 motivation, too.
							
All in all, students need to take
							
ownership of and be responsible for their
							
education and learn from their mistakes,
							
resulting in self-efficacy. To reach this
							
stage, remote learners need to know
							
the importance of setting and achieving
							
their goals. The first step to attain that is
							
to help students identify their learning
							
goals or what they need to achieve
							
through remote learning. Goal
							
identification allows students to prioritize
							
tasks to attain desired end results,
							
allowing them to intentionally create a
						
detailed plan. To do that, they need to know
					
themselves and strategically rely on their strengths and
				
be aware of their weaknesses.
			
After planning, the students should be given an opportunity to
act to achieve their goals. They then have to start working and competently undergo remote
learning. The amount of challenge depends on how engaged with and knowledgeable they are
about the content and how skilled they are. That is the messy and dirty part of learning, where
misconceptions may arise or eventful success may come. Reflection is, therefore, a handy and
essential skill when attaining goals, along with perseverance and grit and the ability to refocus when
challenges arise. In the end, remote learners should be able to independently and creatively adjust
their strategies and tactics. They should know when to move forward, pause and revise, and ask
for support and guidance (Poon, 2018).

STUDENTS NEED TO DEVELOP
FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS TO ACHIEVE AGENCY.
Agency promotes ownership of student learning through opportunities that allow learners to
exercise choice and voice. Students should own their remote learning journeys by developing
certain foundational skills that fall under the umbrella of socio-emotional learning skills (Collaborative
for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning [CASEL]). CASEL listed the following as the
important areas that make up socio-emotional learning:
◊ Self-awareness: This refers to students’ ability to understand their emotions, thoughts, and
values, along with how they influence their behaviors across contexts. It includes knowing their
strengths and limitations and level of confidence and having a sense of purpose.
◊ Self-management: This refers to students’ ability to effectively manage their emotions,
thoughts, and behaviors in different situations, especially in terms of achieving goals and
aspirations.
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◊ Social awareness: This refers to students’ ability to understand the perspectives of and
empathize with others, regardless of their background, context, and culture.
◊ Relationship skills: These refer to students’ ability to establish and maintain healthy and
supportive relationships, most especially in diverse groups and with different individuals.
◊ Responsible decision making: This refers to students’ ability to make caring and
constructive choices to control their behaviors and social interactions across a diverse range of
situations.

INDEPENDENT LEARNING IS DEVELOPED OVER
TIME AND REQUIRES PREPARATION AND TRAINING TO
DEVELOP AND MASTER SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING SKILLS.
Remote learning gives students an opportunity to develop independent learning skills but that
does not happen overnight. Skills related to independent learning must be introduced early on
and honed over time, allowing students to slowly understand and practice self-directed learning.
Because of the flexibility of remote learning, independent learning helps students make better
choices, especially in terms of how they learn at home. In the first year of education amid the
pandemic, self-directed or independent learners actually thrived and coped positively with the
demands of remote learning. Yet it is important to remember that they were probably trained or
prepared to learn independently, even when they still attended face-to-face classes before the
pandemic struck (De la Rosa, 2020).
That was, however, not the case for most students. Some reported being overwhelmed with the
numerous requirements, readings, and assessment they had to do. Younger learners needed
various types of support at home because they could not learn
independently. Their parents were also overwhelmed with the new
setup. External factors, such as distractions that take students’
attention away from learning, contributed to their inability to
focus on what they are supposed to learn. The
presence of gadgets, toys, and other online
platforms, such as social media apps,
along with other distractions made it more
challenging for students to stay on task,
especially when they are left alone. These
shook the students’ self-discipline and
self-mastery skills.
To respond to such concerns, schools
and teachers alike realized the importance
of preparing and hand-holding students
so they can slowly become independent
learners at home, with minimal parent
intervention or support. Town hall
meetings, webinars, and class talks were
organized to help parents and their
children create learning environments that
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promoted independent learning at home.

What to Do
The following strategies, tips, and best practices can help teachers develop agency and
independent learning among students for remote learning:
◊ Encourage students to have a dedicated workspace that is conducive to learning so they
can focus on their lessons. The learning environment should be free of clutter and other
distractions, such as toys and a television set. The workspace should ideally be somewhere
with minimal foot traffic. The table and chair should be comfortable enough for students
to spend time in. Having access to natural light also helps make the spaces conducive to
learning.
◊ To help students stay on task and be mindful of what they need to do for the day, routines
before and after studying can be put in place, such as showering in the morning and eating
breakfast, which wakes up their body and mind. Health breaks could be added to ensure
that they get to rest from staring at a screen or module for long periods. While schools have
synchronous schedules for students undergoing online learning, those who rely on printed
modules may need some help with establishing a daily routine. They can spread out learning
the modules and finishing the requirements. To have a sense of ownership and responsibility,
parents can let their children create their own schedules.
◊ Teachers should make learning goals visible on both printed and digital modules. These help
students plan how the students can achieve the goals using tactics or strategies for studying
in a smart manner. The goals can also help students check if they are on track. State the goals
clearly and concisely, using specific verbs to direct them on what they need to do or achieve.
◊ Teach the students to use checklists, regardless of their content (e.g., goals, requirements,
and activities to do). An in goal setting, teaching students to track their progress through
checklists help them make decisions and learn to prioritize the most urgent and important
matters.
◊ Check technological- or e-readiness of students, especially if they need to use digital
platforms. That means knowing if they have Internet access at home and how capable they are
in using PCs or tablets and different software or online platforms. Students should be oriented
and taught basic digital skills to ensure they can navigate digital tools well.
◊ Teach students to avoid distractions while using online tools. The Internet is teeming with
distractions, such as social media platforms, video-streaming sites, and online gaming
portals, among others. Staying away from these distractions can be challenging and requires
self-disciple. But students can be taught to avoid them. Teachers can also help minimize
distractions by letting students only use trusted online learning platforms.
◊ Digital citizenship matters. That said, students must be trained to become responsible
technology users. And should they come across digital threats, they must know how to
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deal with these. Teach them the three basic steps to cybersecurity—document by taking a
screenshot, report the incident to trusted adults, and block the person or threat source.
◊ Train students to manage their learning by teaching them to divide lessons into smaller chunks.
They do not need to finish everything in one sitting. They can break up modules into smaller
and more manageable parts to avoid exhaustion and mental fatigue. Teaching them to use
graphic organizers can help them make sense of their learning and connect these to other
lessons or ideas.
◊ Enable students to form connections. If they are capable of connecting with their classmates,
teachers can provide opportunities for them to do so, leading to possible peer learning or
feedback-giving. Self-directed learning becomes a little easier when students share their
ideas and insights with their classmates, creating a feedback loop that can deepen their
understanding and give them a sense of community.
◊ Remind students to ask for help or seek guidance if they need to, especially if they get stuck in
a certain part of a lesson or if they have exhausted everything they can do. Parents and adult
learning companions at home should be reminded that they should not intervene too much.
Teachers can also leave their contact details with parents so the students can reach them for
help or assistance anytime.

What to Ask
Take some time to ponder on the following reflection questions related to developing agency and
independent learning among students.
◊ What challenges do the students face when learning independently at home?
◊ How can I help students set and achieve their goals even when I am not physically present as
they learn?
◊ How well have I prepared my students to learn independently? What support can I give them
so they can develop agency and independent learning skills?
◊ How can I improve the remote learning instructional materials to help students navigate remote
learning more effectively and efficiently?

Resources and Tools
◊ Use the guide accessible at https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Y2L5XaCVGx7vkEF5IsC3nq1vKi3SNnaD7zSKIK-95c/edit to help students set goals and plan their lessons out.
◊ Explore the apps featured in https://www.commonsensemedia.org/lists/apps-to-help-kids-
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stay-focused to help students focus.
◊ Use the daily warm-up techniques at https://www.teachervision.com/lesson-planning/dailywarm-ups to help students get ready for learning.
◊ Help students organize and recall lessons using the retrieval practices featured in https://www.
cultofpedagogy.com/retrieval-practice/.
◊ Teach students about organization skills using the strategies in https://www.schoolplanner.
com/organization-skills-students/.
◊ Know more about the Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) Wheel from the CASEL page
https://casel.org/fundamentals-of-sel/what-is-the-casel-framework/.
◊ Check student-readiness using the checklists in https://learnanywhere.opened.ca/digitaltechnologies/technology-readiness-checklists/.
◊ Watch SEAMEO CARES: Technology for Teaching and Learning: Responsible Use of
Technology Tools and Online Resources at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQo0H_gtRdI.
◊ Explore the resources in https://www.iste.org/explore/digital-citizenship/9-resources-teachingdigital-citizenship to teach students about digital citizenship.
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Chapter 2

WORKING WITH PARENTS AND
HOME LEARNING SUPPORT

Because of the rapid shift to remote learning, homes became the heart of education in place
of schools. As we await the full return to face-to-face learning, homes will continue to be so.
Separated from their teachers, parents became the immediate and primary line of support for
students, along with secondary learning companions, such as grandparents, older brothers and
sisters, and other trusted adults who live with them.
The transition also overwhelmed parents who suffered from various misconceptions due to limited
preparation and communication with schools. However, with proper guidance and orientation, they
became instrumental partners in ensuring that students learn despite prolonged school closures.

What to Know
PARENTS ARE THEIR CHILDREN’S FIRST
TEACHERS, MAKING THEM ESSENTIAL PARTNERS
IN EDUCATION, ESPECIALLY DURING REMOTE LEARNING.
Students learn best when the most important people in their lives, such as their parents, teachers,
other family members, and other members of the school community, collaborate to support and
help them become better (Comer and Haynes,1997). This basic guiding principle of collaboration
and trust inspired schools to cement the role of parents in educating their children, making it
clearer that parents are active education partners and stakeholders.
Now more than ever, parents have been crucial, especially because learning has been taking place
at home. Parents and other secondary caregivers, along with other trusted adults at home, are
now the students’ immediate source of support. The kind of support that parents are expected to
give their children have also changed. They need to be able to provide technical support for online
learners, helping them get ready for virtual or scheduled independent learning classes, giving them
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feedback on their work, or answering questions
							
when the students can’t understand
							
lessons. Common sense dictates that
							
these roles are not altogether new
							
since parents have always been
							
expected to take part in their children’s
							 education.
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							

The health emergency we are currently
facing has been affecting different
sectors of the society, thus complicating
expectations from parents. As long as
students are required to stay home,
their parents would be considered
essential workers and front liners
called to work onsite daily.

					
Many parents have expressed concerns about their
					
current role and been seeking guidance from schools on
				
how they should proceed. Some schools have ensured that
				
online classes be held in the afternoon. That way, most parents
			
would already be at home to assist their children. Students who are
undergoing self-directed or print-based remote learning enjoy more flexibility in finding time for their
activities. They often have a week to work on assigned modules before their parents drop these off
at their school after completion.
Despite the numerous challenges, parents have been more proactive in facing the demands
of remote learning. But their disposition may improve if they know what their role is and what is
expected of them. Schools should thus orient parents and build better communication lines to
allow for more open feedback.

PARENTS HAVE TO RECOGNIZE THEIR
CHILDREN’S NEED FOR AGENCY SO THEY
CAN DEVELOP AND PRACTICE INDEPENDENT LEARNING.
Parents can help develop agency and independent learning in their children. Such a possibility is
not at all remote or strange, especially since parents typically give their children all the opportunities
to exercise freedom so they can become more aware of the consequences of their actions. During
the first few months of the pandemic, however, teachers have observed and expressed concerns
about situations where parents were the ones fulfilling their children’s remote learning requirements,
even answering tests for them.
Such actions could be rooted on a number of misconceptions and parents’ desire for their children
to get high grades or submit modules on time even if they do not understand lessons. Schools
and national education ministries have been addressing this issue by suspending ranking and
honor systems and instead encouraging appreciation and love for learning over giving rewards.
The bigger issue that needs to be addressed have to do with the mindset that parents have
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regarding learning. They need to recognize the importance of giving their children enough space
to explore and learn on their own. Parents need to realize that the mistakes children make or the
struggles they face can teach them lessons that are essential to deeper and meaningful learning.
Parents need to know that their role is to help their children manage the stress that comes with
challenges, learn from their mistakes, and come up with new strategies to improve. Parents should
be a role model. They should teach children to stand up when they fall and persist. Finally, parents
need to realize that their children have to learn to be self-reliant and independent. They should,
however, recognize that independence takes time, effort, practice, and, most importantly, enough
space to explore and engage with lessons.

PARENTAL ENCOURAGEMENT THAT CAN TAKE THE
FORM OF BALANCED AND APPROPRIATE SUPPORT HAS
TO DO WITH CHILDREN’S EDUCATIONAL PERFORMANCE.
Student agency and parental support are not exclusive of one another or even opposites. A high
level of agency and well-developed independent learning skills does not mean students do not
need the support of their parents and secondary caregivers in remote learning. Empowering and
balanced support from parents can help students learn better.
Bates (2021) lists the different kinds of support that parents and secondary caregivers can give at
home, including:
◊ General learning support, which includes:
• Talking to children about lessons
• Asking questions and discussing answers
• Listening to how school has been
• Reading with their children
• Providing general encouragement
so children can pursue their
interests
◊ Remote learning support, which
includes:
• Setting up a conducive learning
or workspace
• Creating or co-creating learning
schedules
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◊ Technical or troubleshooting support, which includes:
• Checking for potential digital distractions or cyberthreats
• Checking deadlines and submission dates
• Picking up and returning printed learning packets or modules
• Communicating with teachers or schools regarding concerns on the progress of their
children
• Informing schools of their children’s inability to connect to the Internet or submit
requirements due to pressing concerns
◊ Socio-emotional support, which includes:
• Spotting the presence of sources of stress
• Helping their children manage their stress and emotions
• Processing mistakes committed and the consequences of their children’s decisions
• Listening to their children’s goals and study plans
• Helping their children prioritize requirements
• Ensuring their children gets health breaks and exercise
• Encouraging their children to connect with friends through safe digital communication
platforms

What to Do
The following strategies, tips, and best practices can help teachers empower parents to become
their partners in remote learning and help them develop agency and learning independence in their
children:
◊ At the beginning of each school year, teachers should orient parents through virtual meetings
or safely planned onsite town hall meetings in coordination with local governing authorities.
Parents must be made aware of their expanded role in remote learning. Clear expectations
must be set. Emphasize the parents’ role in helping their children become independent
learners while providing appropriate support when needed.
◊ Establish robust communication lines with parents. Parents come from various contexts
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and cultural backgrounds, bringing with them different perspectives on how remote learning
happens. Supporting them gives them confidence to become sources of home learning
support. Teachers may set some rules in using the communication lines, such as when to text,
send an email, or call, to maintain professional boundaries.
◊ Train parents on managing their children’s stress at home. That may require workshops to
make them aware of signs of stress to identify and properly address issues.
◊ Teach parents how to do check-ins with their children. A check-in requires asking their
children what they learned, what questions they have, or what lessons they are struggling to
understand. Check-ins are meant to track the children’s progress, especially if they are learning
more and more on their own.
◊ Show parents what a conducive learning space looks like. They may not clearly understand
why ideal setups are necessary. Advise parents with more than one child how to properly
situate their learning spaces to avoid distractions. Give tips on setting up conducive learning
spaces without spending too much and using available resources.
◊ Remind parents to monitor their children’s technology use, especially among online learners.
Social media platforms and other irrelevant sites could pose digital threats. Talk about the
negative effects of Internet browsing and how children can avoid threats and risks, such as
cyberbullying, account misrepresentation, and fraud, among others. Manage the time they
spend on playing online games to ensure they get screen breaks for health reasons.
◊ Remind parents to maintain a consistent schedule. That will help their children have a routine.
Routines and schedules help students set goals, plan their daily activities, and anticipate
possible changes so they can proactively strategize how they will go about their day. In the
end, that would help children form learning habits.
◊ Get feedback from parents. Periodically engage them whether through online or printed
surveys and, if possible and allowed, home visits to gather information about their concerns
and recommendations to improve remote learning programs. As education partners, parents
can provide a wealth of data that can help teachers modify existing remote learning programs.
Giving them a venue and an opportunity to share their feedback empowers them and gives
them a sense of importance, forging stronger home-school partnerships.

What to Ask
Take some time to ponder on the following reflection questions to empower parents to become the
best remote learning partners:
◊ How can I prepare parents and secondary caregivers so they are aware of what is expected of
them and what their role is in their children’s learning?
◊ How can I support parents and secondary caregivers in fulfilling their role to help their children
learn remotely?
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◊ What lines of communication can I open to parents while still preserving professional
boundaries?
◊ How can I address too much intervention and the unnecessary stress that parents put on their
children?

Resources and Tools
◊ More practical parenting tips and tricks for distance learning can be accessed at https://www.
commonsense.org/education/articles/parent-tips-and-tricks-for-distance-learning.
◊ Check out the comprehensive guide for families, parents, and caregivers for remote learning at
https://wideopenschool.org/families-and-teachers/for-families/#all/.
◊ See a curated list of articles and other media on parenting at https://www.
commonsensemedia.org/blog/coronavirus-support.
◊ Family resources for remote learning (e.g., worksheets, educational games, and videos) can be
accessed at https://childmind.org/guide/family-resources-for-remote-learning/.
◊ Read more on digital citizenship for parents and families at https://www.commonsense.org/
education/family-resources.
◊ Get a load of digital resources for overwhelmed parents from http://digitallearning.
educatorpages.com.
◊ Know how to help children cope with the changes resulting from COVID-19 from https://www.
nasponline.org/resources-and-publications/resources-and-podcasts/school-climate-safetyand-crisis/health-crisis-resources/helping-children-cope-with-changes-resulting-from-covid-19.
◊ Access Google tools for struggling students and learners with special needs at https://www.
controlaltachieve.com/2016/10/special-needs-extensions.html.
◊ Access SEAMEO CARES: OER on Global Digital Literacy at https://www.seameo.org/Main_
programme/218.
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Chapter 3

STARTING WITH BUILDING POSITIVE
RELATIONSHIPS AND FORMING A
LEARNING COMMUNITY

Regardless of the remote learning modality chosen, schools are expected to foster positive
connections and relationships and a sense of community among their members. Maintaining
positive relationships in physical and virtual classrooms is the first step toward achieving meaningful
and impactful learning because students who feel supported and acknowledged are more likely to
achieve more and develop socio-emotional learning skills that are essential to finishing their studies
and engaging with the real world after they graduate (Rimm-Kaufman, 2010).
When schools shifted to remote learning in March 2020, education and child development experts
warned about the challenge of prioritizing academic requirements over essential nonacademic
components, such as ensuring one’s safety, physiological needs fulfillment, and maintaining a
sense of belonging and community. “Maslow before Bloom,” in fact, became the public’s battle
cry from the get-go (Doucet, et al., 2020). Reframing priorities gave teachers and school leaders
an opportunity to reflect on and foster the development of positive relationships and a sense of
community despite the great distances that separated students from their classmates, friends, and
teachers. That was a challenging task, especially for students who lived in areas that were locked
down and did not have access to online and other communication platforms. Teachers had to
find ways to reach them, assuring them that they still belonged to their class and can still connect
with their others. After all, a sense of belonging and positive relationships can motivate and inspire
students to care more for others, especially amid the pandemic.

What to Know
POSITIVE AND NURTURING TEACHER-STUDENT
RELATIONSHIPS THAT SHOW TRUST, OPENNESS, AND
TRANSPARENCY LEAD TO BETTER STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
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AND AN IMPROVED ATTITUDE
TOWARD CLASSWORK.

							
							
							
							
							
							
							

Students often see their teachers as
positive role models who guide and
mentor them. Teachers should build a
rapport and trusting and open
relationships with their students, which
allows for more transparent feedbackgiving and coaching.

							
Studies have shown that when students
							
feel that their teachers care for them,
							
they are more motivated to work harder,
							
engage with lessons, and, most
						
importantly, attend their classes (Waterford
					
Organization, 2019). Students are also more
					
likely to listen to feedback and constructive criticism from
				
trustworthy teachers. Even if the lessons become daunting,
				
they will persevere and persist because they know they have their
			
coach beside them. If the students see their teachers as partners or
companions in learning, they will feel more motivated to learn and understand lessons better, which
then leads to better learning performance.
Establishing positive and strong bonds between teachers and students in remote learning setups
is a daunting task, made more complicated by health-related concerns and worries connected to
the pandemic. But schools have to realize that the situation needs and calls on teachers to build
stronger relationships and connections with their students now more than ever. The overwhelming
sense of isolation and separation have caused mental well-being-related stress and concerns
among students brought on by studying alone.
Education amid the pandemic has taught us that not all modes of learning are created equal.
Besides face-to-face learning, the most viable and reliable modality that can connect students with
their teachers is online learning. Digital tools can enable dynamic interactions between teachers
and students. And while online learning is not a perfect replica of face-to-face learning, it does
enough to foster communication and connections. Teachers and students using nondigital modes
of remote learning, however, will take more effort, resources, and creativity to forge connections
and positive relationships. Home visits for low-risk communities and using mobile phones and
walkie-talkies and similar gadgets are possible means for teachers to stay in touch and reach out
to students. Regardless of the communication means, the end goal is to ensure that teachers can
lend a hand not just to help students grow academically but also socio-emotionally, physically, and
spiritually.
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SUCCESSFUL REMOTE LEARNING
PROGRAMS ARE CHARACTERIZED BY A STRONG
SENSE OF COMMUNITY AND MEANINGFUL CONNECTIONS.
Remote learning considers social presence an important component in creating well-rounded
and effective learning experiences. Social presence refers to the connection among learners
and teachers who are part of the learning community. However, this connection is not only
about academically oriented communication but is also defined by a strong collective sense of
belonging and community. This sense of community is reminiscent of the social interactions in
physical classrooms, where students and teachers interact with one another, whether planned or
spontaneously, aided by tangible social cues.
A strong sense of community in and affiliation with schools benefit students. Apart from getting
more inspired to study better, which can lead to higher grades and better performance, studies
have shown that students who feel connected to their school are less likely to engage in risky
behavior (National Center on Safe Supportive Learning Environments).
To harness these benefits, teachers have to find means to foster a strong sense of community
despite the remote setup. Again, while remote learning may not offer the same dynamism as faceto-face learning, certain online learning tools and platforms can foster the same feeling. Teachers
can harness the power of such tools to intentionally give students an opportunity to get to know
each other, interact spontaneously, and even share experiences. Such avenues include breakout
rooms, discussion forums, dedicated group chats, and class or group videoconferences.
Establishing a community does not happen overnight in remote learning. It starts with giving
students an avenue to interact. As with face-to-face learning, students will need time to trust their
classmates and share their experiences willingly. But once they do
establish a sense of familiarity and belonging, teachers can take
advantage of this to elevate group interaction to benefit
academic endeavors, thus creating an engaged
online community of inquiry. Remote learning
modalities that use low-tech tools may not
offer the same opportunities as online
learning does in terms of establishing
social presence and building a
community. But low-tech tools that allow
communication via text messaging can
still be tapped to establish a social
presence, allowing students to
communicate with one another.
Students engaging in remote learning
modalities that do not use technology
cannot establish connections as easily.
That poses a huge challenge for teachers
since they miss out on becoming a part
of a community. As such, they may need
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to emphasize the role that homes play as positive learning environments. While home interactions
cannot replace social presence, they can still inspire students to persevere, especially if their
parents, siblings, and other relatives encourage and support them. Parents can give feedback and
listen to their children. Siblings can converse with one another about their lessons. In such cases,
homes do not only serve as positive learning environments but also avenues for interactions that
are beneficial for remote learning.

What to Do
The following strategies, tips, and best practices can help teachers build positive relationships and
a strong sense of community among students during remote learning.

REMOTE LEARNING THAT USES
HIGH-TECH PLATFORMS AND TOOLS
In Synchronous Classes
◊ Use videoconferences to allow students to get to know one another better, albeit virtually.
On the first day of online learning, set some time for self-introductions. Think of creative and
engaging ways, such as icebreakers, so they can interact with one another and share things
about themselves. Teachers can also share their own stories. Stories are powerful ways to
communicate ideas and show off one’s personality, humanizing interactions. Sharing personal
stuff, meanwhile, can foster deeper connections. But students should not be forced to share
personal stories if they do not want to. They should only share stories they are comfortable
with.
◊ Utilize breakout rooms to create smaller spaces for sharing stories. Some students may not
feel comfortable sharing stories with bigger audiences. Forming smaller groups composed of
people they know and trust could encourage them to connect better with others. Be mindful of
unknowingly giving spaces for cliques or exclusive groups, though, as these may be unhelpful
and divisive.
◊ Host informal class video calls. Celebrate important school and class events together. Taking
advantage of such opportunities to come together and celebrate successes builds a sense
of community and fosters teamwork. Let students plan for these events. These nonacademic
school activities help build connections and breeds familiarity among students.

In Asynchronous Classes
◊ Create online fora in your LMS not just for academic discussions but also for students to
continue sharing stories so that they can get to know one another. These fora can also alleviate
feelings of isolation and separation. They serve as avenues for virtual social interactions and
could take the form of online or e-cafés, virtual lounges, and help or freedom boards (Tuscano,
2021).
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• Use icebreakers at the start of each class to lessen the feeling of isolation or anonymity
and break down walls.
• Create a discussion board where students can post questions about lessons,
requirements, schedules, or other concerns. The goal is to let them help one another.
• Use cafe-style fora so students can share their interests and ideas and get to know their
classmates and teachers. The interactions in these are nonacademic in nature and meant
to build relationships or connections.
◊ Schedule one-on-one virtual check-ins or meetings to get to know students better using videoconferencing apps or platforms that the school provides.
◊ Create a dedicated line of communication (e.g., an online chat group, an email inbox, or a
mobile phone hotline) where students can reach teachers immediately when they need help or
guidance.
◊ Record morning greetings for students, which they can play before starting their independent
learning tasks every morning.

REMOTE LEARNING THAT USES LOW-TECH TOOLS
Low-Bandwidth Tools
◊ As with asynchronous classes, creating dedicate discussion fora that foster social interactions
and relationships allows students to get to know one another. These text-based discussion
fora are a great means of communication among students, especially since they only require a
minimal amount of bandwidth.
◊ Instant-messaging (IM) apps that can be downloaded onto or accessed via smartphones can
be used for low-bandwidth communication as well.
◊ Teachers can also instigate one-on-one meetings or calls with each student to get to know
them better.

Non-Internet-Based Tools
◊ Text or Short Message Service (SMS)-based messaging is the most cost-efficient means for
students and teachers to communicate with one another. As long as they have a signal, texting
remains the quickest and most reliable way of exchanging ideas and getting to know other
people (Duval, et al., 2007).
◊ Two-way radios, such as walkie-talkies, have also proven to be useful means of
communication in remote learning.
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REMOTE LEARNING THAT DOES NOT REQUIRE THE
USE OF TECHNOLOGY OR COMMUNICATION PLATFORMS
The best way for teachers to develop positive relationships among students is to conduct home
visits. Amid the pandemic, however, such visits need proper coordination with local government
units (LGUs) to ensure that proper safety protocols and accommodations are met. Home visits are
challenging for teachers. A possible solution is to limit their recurrence, especially considering the
number of students and their homes’ locations, along with strict quarantine protocols.
Schools that rely on online learning can foster positive relationships and a sense of community
by teaching students about netiquette and proper online behavior. Students must be taught the
appropriate protocols when interacting with others in discussion fora and live class discussions.

What to Ask
Take some time to ponder on the following reflection questions to build positive relationships and a
strong sense of community among students during remote learning:
◊ Can understanding the context of my students and the mode of remote learning in my school
help me build a positive relationship and sense of community with them?
◊ How can I get my students to trust and be open to me when I am not present or near them?
◊ How can I get to know students who may not have access to communication tools? How can I
build and sustain relationships with them?
◊ What activities can I plan to make sure my students get to know one another? How can I take
advantage of this familiarity to deepen the sense of belonging and community in my class?
◊ Despite distances, how can I empower my students to build positive relationships and form a
community with their classmates? How can I use these positive interactions to promote better
learning?
◊ What possible action plans can I implement when there are misunderstandings in my class that
could threaten to break their sense of community?

Resources and Tools
◊ See 21 free fun icebreakers for online teaching at https://symondsresearch.com/icebreakers-
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for-online-teaching/.
◊ Access 33 adaptable strategies and tips to foster strong teacher-student relationships in
a K–12 online environment at http://teachtrainlove.com/virtual-learning-33-ways-to-buildrelationships/.
◊ See 12 strategies to connect with students at https://www.teachthought.com/pedagogy/
strategies-to-build-relationships-with-students/.
◊ Learn how to build an online community from https://canvas.harvard.edu/courses/72996/
pages/build-community-in-your-online-course.
◊ See 25 community-building activities for virtual classrooms at https://ideas.demco.com/
blog/25-community-building-activities-for-virtual-classrooms/.
◊ Get a curated list of resources, lesson plans, and activities for digital citizenship and netiquette
from https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-citizenship/curriculum.
◊ Learn how to foster kindness during distance learning from https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=thdjn7PKdY0.
◊ Know how to facilitate effective online discussions by accessing https://www.angelo.edu/
faculty-and-staff/instructional-design/online-teaching/section_42.php.
◊ Get a curated list of tools and online platforms and apps to foster communication and
interaction from https://www.commonsense.org/education/top-picks/best-tools-for-virtual-anddistance-learning.
◊ Learn about text messaging to improve one’s social presence during online learning from
https://er.educause.edu/articles/2007/7/text-messaging-to-improve-social-presence-in-onlinelearning.
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Chapter 4

CREATING CONTENT THAT
ENGAGES LEARNERS TO
PARTICIPATE IN ACTIVE
AND DEEP LEARNING

Self-study or independent learning is the predominant form of remote learning during the
pandemic. Foremost among the modalities used is print-based remote learning that uses selflearning modules. In online learning, asynchronous classes promote flexible and student-driven
learning, allowing learners to choose the pace, place, and time of their study. Such means of
learning is often referred to as “student-content interaction.” Learning and other instructional
materials that present content (i.e., knowledge and skills) that students need to learn are crucial
aspects of successful remote learning. Content refers to the collection
of text-based and digital information and materials designed for
remote learning (Burns, 2011). It may include text, images,
audio files, videos, animations, infographics, and even
computer simulations that can serve as reading
materials, information sources, skill
demonstration tools, and assessment
mechanisms.
Ensuring the quality of printed or online
learning modules remains a challenge.
Due to the rapid shift to remote learning in
March 2020, schools did not have much
time to prepare learning packets and
online modules. They had to sacrifice
content quality. The production of
educational radio and television shows
also had to be sped up in lieu of the
immediate need. Teachers bore the brunt
of transforming face-to-face instructional
materials and content into digital formats.
Content production also relied greatly on
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newly created curricula for remote learning. As such, teachers had to redesign and reproduce
existing lesson plans to fit their respective schools’ chosen remote learning modality.
That said, all remote learning content require continuous improvements if they are to help students
become effective learners, most especially when they are left on their own.

What to Know
SUCCESSFUL DISTANCE LEARNING
PROGRAMS SHOULD CONSIDER INSTRUCTIONAL
DESIGN, PROMOTE ACTIVE AND DEEP LEARNING, AND
TAKE NOTE OF THE CONTEXT AND NEEDS OF LEARNERS.
Remote learning should not simply present content to students using collated instructional
materials and information and expect them to understand immediately. When designing remote
learning modules and content, whether print-based or digital, teachers must set end goals and,
more importantly, understand the context and needs of their students who will use these for their
learning. They have to practice empathy to create responsive modules (Burns, 2011).
An essential consideration when talking about context has to do with the developmental
appropriateness of every experience, piece of instruction, and assessment means to the students
(Pennsylvania State University). Developmental appropriateness reminds teachers to always align
the content with the students’ age and specific abilities. It is about meeting where the students are.
For example, in creating content for early education students or those in the lower grades, teachers
need to be mindful of the words they use in their modules since these learners do not have an
extensive set of vocabulary yet. Using too many unfamiliar words without scaffolding or proper
introduction can cause various learning issues (e.g., not being able to make sense of information,
forming misconceptions due to incomplete understanding, and losing motivation to move forward).
Moreover, the instructional materials and learning activities should be crafted to encourage student
interaction, whether through well-thought-out graphic organizers to help students process the
text they read, intentional pauses in audio recordings, or online freedom walls where they can
draw connections between big ideas. These interactive activities help students process learning,
giving them an opportunity to be aware of their progress. Different strategies and activities can be
integrated into remote learning modules but teachers need to be careful and reflective on whether
these are actually accessible.
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EFFECTIVE REMOTE LEARNING CONTENT
SHOULD CONSIDER USING A UNIVERSAL DESIGN TO
PROMOTE INCLUSIVENESS, ADAPTABILITY, AND ACCESSIBILITY.
Effective remote learning content puts students at the center of module and instructional material
design and production by considering their needs, cultural and socio-economic backgrounds, and
abilities. A one-size-fits-all approach to module creation, therefore, while efficient and cost-effective,
will not be able to deliver meaningful and relevant learning to students. Instead, remote learning
content needs to be inclusive, adaptive, and accessible.
There are various ways to make remote learning content inclusive, adaptable, and accessible.
One great example often used in content development is giving students various options to
access information or specific content. Most modules are text-based and often use graphics
or illustrations to provide different perspectives. But given the benefits that technology brings to
content production, teachers can now create materials in various formats. For example, audiobased learning materials in the form of podcasts or short audio clips can be used to deliver stories,
whether in literature or to retell historical events. Videos are also widely used to help students
retain important knowledge and skills through well-produced educational television shows or
microlearning videos from online learning platforms.
A lot of online learning platforms have accessibility features that students and teachers can use.
Close captioning or adding subtitles are helpful ways for students to understand discussions or
recorded lectures. Audio-based learning materials, such as podcasts, also come transcripts.
Many more accessibly features can still be explored and integrated into remote learning content to
accommodate the students’ different needs and abilities.

STUDENTS’ CHOICES AND VOICES
SHOULD BE CONSIDERED WHEN DESIGNING
DISTANCE LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS.
Because of the flexible and adaptive nature of remote learning, students now have choice in terms
of the path, place, pace, and time of their study. This flexibility can be seen based on the learning
activities, experiences, and materials that have been designed for them. That means students have
the freedom to choose how they will acquire the knowledge and skills they are expected to from
the learning materials their teachers have curated.
Students’ voices are often manifested when teachers give learners the freedom to choose how
they would acquire learning mastery. Such level of freedom, trust, and openness gives them a
higher level of ownership and agency since they are responsible for making their own choices and
the consequences that go with these.
If integrated well into remote learning modules, students’ choices and voices do not only develop
agency in students but also leads to a more personalized and differentiated path of learning, where
their instructional needs and abilities are mindfully considered to make learning more relevant.
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What to Do
The following strategies, tips, and best practices can help teachers design more engaging content
that promotes active and deep learning:
◊ Design remote learning modules with a minimal number of high-impact activities. It is not about
having the longest or most elaborate module, which could cause unnecessary exhaustion
on the teachers’ part or loss of motivation among students. Remote learning modules are
not textbooks or encyclopedias. They should instead contain a well-balanced combination
of knowledge and skills presented through well-designed, engaging, and interactive learning
activities. The aim is not quantity but quality (i.e., leaving a lasting impression and impact on
students).
◊ Design content in an organized and well-structured manner. Start by grouping similar themes or
lessons together to help students identify key ideas, understand how they are connected, and
synthesize them to form new learnings. Creating content chunks also helps students to easily
navigate through the module. Use clear headings or subheadings, bulleted lists, and shorter
but meaningful paragraphs. Online learners can benefit from navigable content structures. They
can make better sense of the information while minimizing clicks and reducing chances of
getting distracted.
◊ Designing content with the contexts, needs, and abilities of students in mind allows teachers to
focus on the crucial aspect of developmental appropriateness. Modules and other instructional
materials should be appropriate to the students’ age and individual needs. In remote learning,
students will have more time working on their own and if they cannot understand the words
used and the examples given, they will not succeed. Hence, designing modules that students
can work on independently and with minimal or without supervision is a must.
◊ Embed learning activities and strategies that promote interactive and deep learning. Most
content is presented in a very passive manner, resulting in passive learning. Strategies that
engage students include asking discussion or reflection questions, using graphic organizers
or mind maps, and utilizing formative learning activities that check for student understanding.
A great example of learning routines that can help students think better are visible thinking
routines. These routines can be added to various parts of the module to help them process
and clarify learnings.
◊ Provide alternative types of media for students throughout the different parts of instructional
materials. Keep in mind that students can understand an idea better if they have various ways
to explore it. For example, students can read about metamorphosis on a blog but having an
alternative resource, such as a diagram or short video clip showing how it occurs, can help
deepen their learning. Aside from text and images, other media that can be added are audiobased materials, audio-visual media, infographics, illustrations, and three-dimensional (3D)
simulations. More advanced technologies like augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), or
mixed reality may also be worth exploring.
◊ Design learning materials in a simple, straightforward, and consistent manner. There is no
need to add fancy decorations or nonessential ideas that could only distract the students from
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learning. This principle is always helpful when producing audio- or video-based materials.
Too many sounds and images and too much visual effects and text in instructional materials
can cause cognitive overload, leading to ineffective retention among students. At present,
microlearning through concise but well-packaged video and audio materials in the form of
podcasts, for instance, can be embedded into existing remote learning modules. Shorter
multimedia resources also means using less bandwidth and storage, making them possible on
less advanced gadgets, such as mobile phones, tablets, or low-powered computers (Croslin,
2018).
◊ Provide students with several choices when working on modules. Giving them a choice could
mean giving them the freedom to choose which supplementary media can help them study
better, when they should study particular lessons, or how they can demonstrate mastery.
This strategy requires mindfulness and additional preparations. But when students are given a
choice, they are more likely to achieve a greater level of ownership of their learning.
◊ Explore OERs to create more effective instructional materials. These resources are often shared
for free, with some open to remixing and reusing. Given the workload that teachers already
have, some may not have enough time to work on new materials. Using OERs can ease their
load somewhat while giving students more options in terms of learning materials.

What to Ask
Take some time to ponder on the following reflection questions to design more engaging content
that promotes active and deep learning:
◊ Do I always check if my personality as a teacher is reflected in the modules I create? Does my
content speak personally to my students or is it simply an impersonal collection of different
instructional materials and activities?
◊ Do I consider the needs and contexts of my students when designing and producing
instructional materials and modules for my remote learning classes?
◊ Do I give my students choices when they go through the different activities in the modules I
create? How do I let them express their learnings using different modalities or tools?
◊ Do I integrate accessibility into my content creations? How can I make content more accessible
and inclusive, especially for students who encounter Internet connection and device accessrelated challenges?

Resources and Tools
◊ See sample visible thinking routines that can serve as deep learning strategies at http://
visiblethinkingpz.org/.
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◊ Take a look at graphic organizers and
							mind maps at https://elementarynest.com/
							 how-to-use-graphic-organizers-digitally/.
								
							
							
							

◊ Learn more about podcasts as
remote learning tools from https://fetliu.
net/blog/podcasts-as-a-tool-for-onlinelearning/.

								
							
							
							
							

◊ See what podcast and audiorecording apps and software you can
use at https://www.thepodcasthost.
com/editing-production/best-podcastmaking-app/.

								
◊ Take a closer look at a five-step guide
						
in creating instructional videos at https://www.
					
edutopia.org/article/5-step-guide-making-your-own				
instructional-videos.
				
◊ Get a load of apps to create instructional videos from https://www.
commonsense.org/education/top-picks/best-interactive-video-apps-and-websites.
◊ Know more AR and VR apps and tools for remote learning from https://blog.airsquirrels.com/
edtech/the-best-augmented-and-virtual-reality-education-apps.
◊ Get some tips to reduce cognitive overload from https://elearningindustry.com/7-tips-reducecognitive-overload-elearning.
◊ Learn about six strategies to reduce cognitive overload from https://theelearningcoach.com/
learning/reduce-cognitive-load/.
◊ Read a helpful handbook on ensuring good online learning experiences at http://solr.
bccampus.ca:8001/bcc/file/282bf30f-045b-4402-b14c-f4b06df29245/1/Creating-OnlineLearning-Experiences-1554846855.pdf.
◊ Get some tips to design content for LMSs from https://www.edutopia.org/article/designingyour-lms-make-distance-learning-better.
◊ Watch SEAMEO CARES: Technology for Teaching and Learning: Digital Learning Resources
and OERs at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w9g7mQdwSu4.
◊ Access a list of OERs at https://www.oercommons.org/curated-collections.
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Chapter 5

FOSTERING INTERACTION
IN REMOTE LEARNING

A unique construct that helps educators understand remote learning is the theory of transactional
distance. In its most basic sense, Moore’s (1996) theory of transactional distance asserts that
aside from the physical gap between a teacher and students that exists in distance education,
psychological and pedagogical gaps are also present and observable in remote learning, which
could cause or lead to negative experiences that affect the students’ academic performance
or even behaviors and attitudes. This theory reminds educators to design remote learning
experiences and content that would address these gaps to avoid creating spaces for possible
misunderstanding between teachers and students.
Two variables need to be considered to respond to these gaps—dialog, which pertains to the
interaction between teachers and students, and structure, which refers to the rigidity or flexibility of
a course program, including its methods and strategies. Increasing or decreasing the level of dialog
and structure affects the transactional distance between students
and teachers. Learner autonomy also help students manage the
negative effects of transactional distance.
In designing learning experiences for
instruction, interaction remains at the center
of remote learning. Interaction refers to the
action that exists between two actors or
objects, which usually makes an impact or
impression on the participants. Interaction
can be seen when ideas, questions, or
insights are shared through various
communication tools. Depending on the
remote learning modality used, three basic
modes of interaction can be utilized to
enable active, learner-centered,
collaborative, and goal-oriented learning
to ensure better student outcomes and
help students develop essential skills.
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What to Know
INTERACTIONS IN REMOTE
LEARNING ENCOMPASSES LEARNER
INTERACTIONS WITH TEACHERS, CO-LEARNERS,
AND CONTENT, WHICH AIMS TO LESSEN THE NEGATIVE
EFFECTS OF TRANSACTIONAL DISTANCE.
There are three basic modes of interaction. However, as remote learning continues to progress
throughout the decades, more modes of interaction have been added, especially due to
advancements in technology and other pioneering studies that extend how teachers, students,
and content can interact with one another. However, the focus for now lies on three basic
interactions—students with the teacher, students with fellow students, and students with content
(Moore, 1989).
◊ Student-teacher interaction refers to the usual manner by which teachers work with or teach
students, most commonly through direct instruction, two-way discussions, or other learning
activities that involve direct encounters. Examples include:
• Videoconference calls for online lectures or discussions
• Email or chat correspondence between teachers and students
• Mentoring or coaching students
• Consultations through IM, video calls, and other means
• Teachers work with small groups of students
• Giving feedback on assignments, discussion forums, and other activities
◊ Student-student interaction refers to learning activities that involve the exchange of ideas,
collaborative work, and other meetings among the students. Examples include:
• Small-group or collaborative projects
• Collaborative brainstorming sessions
• Group case studies
• Peer instruction/tutoring /feedback provision
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• Email or chat correspondence
• Posting and replying in discussion fora
• Synchronous or asynchronous discussions or debates
◊ Student-content interaction refers to how students engage with learning platforms, materials,
and other resources used for lessons or courses. Examples include:
• Independent study using online resources, articles, and materials
• Viewing tutorial and other educational videos
• Listening to podcasts and other audio materials
• Answering online formative tests independently
• Accomplishing web quests or doing research
• Doing simulations
• Interacting with AR- or VR-based learning resources
Online platforms have been playing a huge role in extending the possibilities of learning through
interaction with various sources of learning that are beyond the teacher-student-content triumvirate.
For online remote learning, student-world interaction is another viable way of extending learning.
We can use the interconnectivity among people around the world to design worthwhile learning
experiences for students and provide them an opportunity to learn and understand different
cultures and communities, which is a good way to promote the 21st-century skill of global
citizenship (Tuscano, 2021). Some examples of activities include:
◊ Posting blogs or wikis
◊ Sharing vlogs in publicly accessible video-sharing platforms
◊ Micro-blogging
◊ Publishing podcasts
◊ Publishing e-books
◊ Connecting with other classes or experts via Skype or other video-conferencing platforms
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TECHNOLOGICAL TOOLS AND OTHER ANALOG PLATFORMS
CAN HELP FACILITATE INTERACTIVITY IN REMOTE LEARNING.
When choosing technological tools to support interactions and other leaning activities, such
as assessment, teachers need to remember that a sound and learner-centered 21st-century
pedagogy should always be the prime mover of technology use. While technology enables
teachers and students to engage in worthwhile learning activities, related tools should never be the
anchor or core of the decisions made regarding the design and implementation of remote learning
experiences. At the center should always be the student. Moreover, when making decisions about
technology adoption, always keep in mind equitable access, sustainability, and the safety and
security of all stakeholders (Tuscano, 2020).
The SECTIONS Model is a framework for evaluating and selecting technological tools for use in
online distance learning (ODL) (Bates, 2015). It asks the following evaluation questions:
◊ Students: Will all students be able to use it (i.e., equitable access)?
◊ Ease of use: Does it have a learner- or teacher-friendly learning curve?
◊ Cost and time: Is it a reasonable, justifiable, and timely investment?
◊ Teaching: Does it support or help enable better teaching, instruction, and assessment?
◊ Interaction: Does it support active interaction among students, teachers, and content?
◊ Organizational support: Does it provide support for teachers and learners, such as
professional development or technical support?
◊ Networking: Does it allow students to network or connect with other experts or sources?
◊ Security and privacy: Does it comply with the digital security, safety, and privacy laws in
one’s country or locality?

What to Do
The following strategies, tips, and best practices can help teachers foster student-centered,
meaningful, and empowering interactions during remote learning.
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VIDEO-CONFERENCING IN SYNCHRONOUS CLASSES
◊ Send students your protocols and expectations during video-conferencing. That can include
having a reliable Internet connection, access to digital devices, and proper lighting to ensure
students’ faces are seen on-screen, wearing decent clothes during class, and muting one’s
microphone when someone else is talking.
◊ Remind students to be respectful online. Encourage them to speak respectfully during video
conferences. Tell them to mute their devices when someone else is speaking. Encourage the
use of platforms’ chat feature, too.
◊ If students are uncomfortable with showing their faces on camera, allowing them to turn their
cameras off may be a good idea. Just spend time knowing their reasons.
◊ Be familiar with your video-conference platforms. Learn how to operate it, especially to navigate
video conferences with several participants. Have a plan B in case technological failures
ensue. Having plans C, D, and so on is also much better. Make sure that students’ time is not
wasted due to technological problems.
◊ Have student-led video-conference discussions. As in classrooms, giving students an
opportunity to lead discussions gives them a chance to drive their own learning while building
up their critical thinking along the way. Online learning activities like these also give them a
chance to show ownership and practice community-building knowledge and skills. A lot of
negotiations and idea exchanges happen in student-led conferences, which can lead to a
more democratic path to learning.

ASYNCHRONOUS DISCUSSION FORA
◊ Power up discussion fora. Encourage behaviors, such as asking questions to clarify ideas,
replying to queries, and extending discussions to cover applications in real life. Let students
create their own fora where they can talk about lessons in an extended manner. That allows the
formation of smaller learning circles that inquire deeper insights on lessons or other matters.
◊ Set up clear guidelines and protocols in discussion fora. These cover but are not limited to:
• The type and tone of language to use in posting answers and comments to use in the fora
• A respectful attitude toward multiple perspectives or opposing ideas
• The expected minimum number of posts per student
• The deadline for posting and replying
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• Academic integrity, especially when referencing the work of other people
• If forum participation is graded (i.e., for academic discussions)
◊ Teachers are expected to moderate these fora to make sure that protocols, rules, and
expectations are met. Students can also be empowered to report unwanted, disrespectful,
offensive, or unnecessary posts in fora to make sure they remain safe spaces to share and
learn new ideas.
◊ If students are expected to work independently at home, ensure that parents are oriented
about their role as learning supervisors at home. Younger students may need certain forms of
guidance and help as they interact with content through instructional materials.

What to Ask
Take some time to ponder on the following reflection questions on fostering interaction during
different remote learning modalities:
◊ How can I foster student-centered interactions given the current modality employed by my
school?
◊ Considering the current remote learning modality that is in place in my school, what possible
forms of interaction can I embed in learning experiences and materials? What challenges do I
see in embedding these into remote learning experiences and materials?
◊ What tools can possibly help enable the different modes of interaction in my remote learning
classes?

Resources and Tools
The following are some tools and resources to foster interactions in the different remote learning
modalities:
ACTIVITIES
◊ Video conferences for online lectures or discussions
◊ Live consultations and student mentoring or
coaching
◊ Working with small groups
◊ Small-group student discussions
◊ Peer instruction, tutoring, and feedback provision
◊ Connecting with other classes or experts via Skype

ENABLING TOOLS AND APPS
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Zoom
Google Meet
Microsoft Teams
WebEx
ClassIn
Skype
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ACTIVITIES

ENABLING TOOLS AND APPS

◊ Email or chat correspondence between teachers
and students or students with their peers
◊ Live consultations and student mentoring or
coaching

◊ A valid email address
◊ Email apps, such as Google Mail or Outlook,
depending on one’s email address domain
◊ IM apps, such as Google Chat, Viber, Messenger,
WhatsApp, and Telegram

◊ Posting class updates and other information

◊ LMSs, such as Google Classroom, Schoology,
Edmodo, Seesaw, Canvas, and NEO LMS
◊ Microsoft Teams and ClassIn also have posting and
updating features

◊ Collaborative works or projects
◊ Collaborative brainstorming sessions
◊ Group case studies

◊ Apps with sharing and collaboration features include
Google for Education apps, Office 365, Canva, and
Book Creator

◊ Posting and replying in discussion fora

◊ LMSs that support robust discussions include
Schoology, Canva, and Edmodo

◊ Posting and replying in freedom walls

◊ Padlet
◊ Jamboard
◊ Flipgrid

◊ Viewing tutorial and other educational videos

◊ Khan Academy
◊ YouTube Kids
◊ Nearpod

◊ Listening to podcasts and other audio materials

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

◊ Publishing podcasts

◊ Anchor
◊ Audacity
◊ GarageBand

◊ Interacting with AR- or VR-based learning resources

◊ Quiver
◊ Hologo
◊ Jigspace

◊ Posting blogs or wikis and digital portfolios

◊
◊
◊
◊

Weebly
WordPress
Wix
Google Sites

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

YouTube
TikTok
Facebook
Instagram
Twitter

◊ Sharing vlogs in publicly accessible video-sharing
platforms
◊ Microblogging

Anchor
Spotify
Windows Media Player
Apple Podcasts
Google Podcasts
YouTube

* Take note of age restrictions and possible negative
effects of social media usage among the very young.
◊ Publishing e-books or digital portfolios

◊ Book Creator
◊ Pages
◊ Microsoft Word
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Chapter 6

ENSURING FEEDBACK GATHERING
IN REMOTE LEARNING

Feedback is a powerful part of high-quality and well-designed remote learning and, more
importantly, it empowers learners to be aware of their areas for improvement, track their progress,
and plan out how they are going to work toward knowledge and skill mastery and achieving
learning goals. Feedback is usually given through formative activities and assessment that should
ideally be strategically embedded throughout lessons or modules, intentionally giving students
much-needed checkpoints to know where they are going, where they are, and where they are
going next (Brookhart, 2020). Providing feedback also fosters meaningful interactions, allowing
students to receive and discuss feedback on their learning from their teachers or peers and even
platforms programmed to give immediate feedback.
Feedback provision also helps students build up self-monitoring skills and develop a growth
mindset that helps them understand inputs and use them for
self-improvement and self-efficacy. For teachers, data from
formative activities and assessment helps inform their next steps
to move forward with lessons, reteach certain concepts,
or meet with certain individuals for closer monitoring
or guidance (Tuscano, 2020).
In remote learning, lack of feedback from
teachers is often one of the top reasons
why students feel unmotivated,
disengaged, or lost. That is
understandable, especially for students
who are going through self-directed
learning or learning without proper
guidance from parents at home. Lack of
feedback can also lead to a buildup of
unchecked misunderstandings that may
snowball into bigger learning issues.
Hence, giving feedback is a
nonnegotiable aspect of high-quality
learning that needs to be given in a timely,
regular, and specific manner. Whatever
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modality is used for remote learning, teachers should be able to look for various ways to deliver
feedback and create a loop that will support progress and mastery despite distances.

What to Know
HIGH-QUALITY FEEDBACK IN REMOTE LEARNING HELPS
STUDENTS REACH THEIR GOALS AND INTENDED OUTCOMES.
When designing formative activities and assessment, the following essential principles can help
teachers deliver high-quality feedback to students (Gikandi, 2010):
◊ Help students develop skills and master concepts to make sense of and accomplish
summative tests at the end of online courses
◊ Engage and enable students to individually construct and connect what they are learning to
what they already know
◊ Engage and enable students to collaboratively construct and connect what they know with
what their fellow students know
◊ Provide proper feedback. That means giving feedback that is tangible, transparent, actionable,
user-friendly, timely, ongoing, and consistent.
◊ Provide helpful rubrics or checklists for student use that reflect what they know and what they
can do.
◊ Give students a chance to reflect on and monitor their own learning.

EFFECTIVE REMOTE LEARNING FEEDBACK
NEEDS TO TAKE VARIOUS FORMS TO ENSURE
IT IS DELIVERED TO STUDENTS IN A TIMELY AND
REGULAR MANNER TO CREATE A FEEDBACK LOOP.
Using technological tools can help facilitate better feedback provision, which needs to be
sustained in remote learning because it is only through teacher, peer, or parent feedback that
students can get important information on their learning and how it can be improved. Opportunities
for student feedback and checking for understanding should be strategically embedded into and
planned throughout a module or every online learning session where students get to meet with
their teacher. Hence, rather than separating feedback obtained through formative assessment and
activities, remote learning should see these as integral parts of instruction (Burns, 2011).
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Feedback can be delivered to students in different ways. Formative activities are simple ones
meant to lead students to quickly check their understanding. These are often done through quick
recitations, reflections, and class reviews. They are not as structured as formative assessment
but they aim to quickly check if students understood what was discussed either through the
instructional materials used or during class discussions. Examples of formative learning activities
include exit tickets, using the stoplight method, think-pair-share activities, forming a 3-2-1 bridge,
running classroom polls, and even use turn-and-talk activities. Structured formative assessment
activities include review quizzes, drills and worksheets, journals, and discussion fora. Students
often spend more time going through formative assessment, which are, in a way, nearer to how
some summative tests look like. When formative activities and assessment converge with online
or digital platform use, online formative tests can be created, which can take advantage of the
efficiency in creating proper student feedback and delivering them in a timely and regular manner.
A feedback loop needs to be established in remote learning as well. This feedback loop ensures
that the students continuously receive feedback from their teachers, peers, and parents. Hence,
remote learning designers need to ensure that such kinds of formative activities and assessment
are strategically embedded into and throughout modules (i.e., at the beginning when students are
asked to engage in active prior knowledge or after accomplishing chunks or parts of a module),
as students prepare for summative assessment and even after they see the results of their tests.
Reflections on the given feedback continues and learning continues to improve.

What to Do
The following strategies, tips, and best practices can help teachers ensure effective feedback
gathering and provision in remote learning:
◊ Be clear when communicating criteria for success. Students should know where they are, how
they are feeling, and where they are going next. They need to know specific goals to strive for
and work toward. It is not enough to tell them what to do. They need to know how well they are
doing when it comes to accomplishing required targets. Success criteria are all about qualities
that they need to look for to determine how well they are doing, instead of scores or their
number of mistakes. These criteria help them reflect on whether what they know and are doing
are right.
◊ Empower students to give and receive feedback from one another. Peer feedback helps
students process their own learning through using metacognitive and listening skills, which
gives them a chance to analyze the ideas of others using set standards and criteria. If the
feedback is relevant, students can help one another improve their work or understanding,
engaging them to invest more in making their work better. One way to help students provide
helpful feedback is to ask them to focus on positive aspects first before pointing out areas for
improvement.
◊ Tap and train parents or adult supervisors at home to help give feedback to their children. For
remote learning modalities where connecting with teachers may be challenging due to lack of
Internet connection or access to communication tools, parents can help check their children’s
understanding. That can happen through asking questions to review what they learned,
making them show what they learned, or even, reflecting on their answers in formative learning
activities or assessment. Older siblings and other adult learning companions can also take part
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in helping students become more aware of misunderstandings and how to correct them.
◊ Build the students’ self-assessment skills, giving them an opportunity to reflect on their own
learning, personally recognize the need for improvement, and strategically plan how they can
improve their work or understanding. These skills are not developed immediately. Teachers
must intentionally provide such avenues in modules and online classes. Strategies, such
as exit tickets, KWL charts, and 3-2-1 bridges, among others, are creative ways to engage
students in self-reflection.
◊ Use technological tools for formative assessment to deliver feedback immediately. Numerous
online learning platforms can be used to provide real-time feedback to students when they are
answering online quizzes. These online tools or apps are helpful, especially for students who
are engaging in self-directed or asynchronous learning. Teachers must remember, however,
that relevant feedback should be added to these platforms to help students know their
mistakes and how to correct them.
◊ Combine audio and visual means to deliver feedback to students. The teacher’s tone in
the audio file often impacts the students. Recording feedback helps students gauge their
understanding better as to what the teacher means with the feedback. Hearing the teacher’s
voice also gives a personal touch or connection. Feedback can also be recorded as videos,
such as when teachers record corrections to a student’s solution to a math problem and
explain why these should be made. These visual illustrations or corrections can add another
layer to the quality of feedback, giving students a clearer perspective on what they need to
improve.
◊ Create a feedback routine for students. That essentially means teachers should embed and
implement feedback provision activities regularly within online classes or in certain parts of
printed learning modules. Putting this routine in place imparts the importance of reflecting on
one’s progress and making it a habit to constantly improve. Feedback routines can be added
at the end of sessions or modules, right after each part of a module, or even at the beginning
of classes during review time or the reactivation of prior knowledge.
◊ Foster a growth mindset among students when delivering feedback. Feedback should not
simply be about improving one’s understanding or work. It is also about helping students
appreciate and realize that their own mistakes or failures are important opportunities for more
in-depth learning. Formative activities and assessment should challenge them to take risks with
sharing their thoughts so they can properly build and firm up their knowledge and skills through
the feedback they receive.
◊ Couple feedback with positive reinforcement. Positive reinforcement motivates students,
boosts their confidence, and shows them that teachers value them. Feedback is not simply
about pointing out what needs to be improved. It also means praising the great work of
students, celebrating their wins, and recognizing their efforts. To concretely do that, giving
rewards can be done, especially through gamified or game-based formative activities.
◊ Establish help or support lines for students. Having dedicated lines of communication, whether
through text messaging, IM, emailing, or audio calls, assures students that if they encounter
a dead end or are having a hard time with a module or lesson, they have a teacher they can
message or call. Extend this communication line to parents to help them understand the
feedback given to their children.
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What to Ask
Take some time to ponder on the following reflection questions when designing and sustaining
effective feedback in remote learning:
◊ How have I been remotely delivering feedback to my students?
◊ In terms of feedback quality, what areas need improvement (e.g., timeliness, regularity, or
content)?
◊ What challenges do I encounter when remotely delivering feedback to my students? What are
possible solutions to these challenges?
◊ Which of the technological and analog tools can help me better deliver feedback to my
students and create a reliable and timely feedback loop with them?
◊ How can I involve students’ classmates, peers, and parents to help give feedback on their
progress?

Resources and Tools
The following are some tools and resources that can help foster interaction in different remote
learning modalities:
SAMPLE FORMATIVE ACTIVITIES OR
ASSESSMENT

ENABLING TOOLS AND APPS

◊ Online (often gamified) quizzes with automated
feedback provision and student-pacing features

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Kahoot
Quizziz
Quizalize
Socrative
Google Forms
Quizlet

◊ Discussion boards, threads, or fora

◊ Padlet
◊ LMSs, such as Moodle, Schoology, Canvas, NEO,
and Edmodo

◊ Guided learning through videos and other
interactive media

◊ EdPuzzle
◊ Khan Academy

◊ Recorded explanations and feedback on diagrams,
solutions, or processes created by students

◊
◊
◊
◊

Flipgrid
Padlet
Explain Everything
Show Me
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SAMPLE FORMATIVE ACTIVITIES OR
ASSESSMENT

ENABLING TOOLS AND APPS

◊ Online or digital journals

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Seesaw
Showbie
Book Creator
Google Docs and Slides
Weebly
WordPress
Wix

◊ Screencasts or screen recordings

◊ Screencastify
◊ Native device features for screen recording

◊ Automatic response systems (ARSs)

◊
◊
◊
◊

Mentimeter
Nearpod
Pear Deck
Formative

◊ Graphic organizers, mind maps, and exit tickets

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Padlet
Jamboard
Google Slides
Canva
Mind Meister

◊ Peer feedback provision or assessment

◊ Video-conferencing tools
◊ IM apps
◊ Text messages and calls

◊ Feedback polls

◊ Poll Everywhere
◊ Mentimeter

◊ Sketch notes

◊
◊
◊
◊

Tayasui Sketches
Paper by WeTransfer
Explain Everything
Autodesk Sketchbook

◊ Refer to the curated list for formative activities at https://blog.futurefocusedlearning.net/15assessment-activities-fast-formative.
◊ See 90-second formative activities at https://www.teachthought.com/pedagogy/10assessments-you-can-perform-in-90-seconds/.
◊ Learn about visible thinking routines for giving feedback from https://thinkingpathwayz.weebly.
com/routinesgivingfeedback.html.
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Chapter 7

DESIGNING FOR REMOTE
LEARNING AUTHENTICITY

The shift to remote learning put assessment on shaky ground, as teachers, students, and parents
faced and adapted to new ways of learning. Some assessment practices that were effective
in face-to-face learning were now rendered ineffective due to factors, such as the absence of
teachers to monitor students during assessment, the possible presence of parents and other
people that intervene during tests, and student access to sources of information, such as the
Internet, among others. Students also faced challenges with assessment, especially when these
involve the use of devices and other technological tools (Almeida and Monteiro, 2021). Concerns
on formative assessment, especially with minimal or lack of feedback from teachers, can also
affect student confidence to answer and accomplish summative assessment. It is also unfair for
students to undergo summative assessment if they have not received any feedback at all.
Given these challenges and current contexts, teachers must only rely on tried-and-tested face-toface learning summative assessment, such as quizzes and long tests. We need to shift to more
effective summative assessment means, however, regardless of the mode of learning employed.
Teachers need to assess not just basic knowledge and skills but also how students can apply
their learning to new contexts or problems, targeting higher-order thinking skills (HOTS). Such
assessment is called “authentic assessment.”

What to Know
AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT IN REMOTE LEARNING EMPOWERS
STUDENTS TO DEMONSTRATE MASTERY AND DEEP LEARNING
THROUGH REAL-WORLD APPLICATION AND PROBLEM SOLVING.
In authentic assessment, students apply what they have learned to open-ended real-world
problems or situations and complete task-based assessment. Authentic assessment involves the
application of a set of knowledge and skills, especially since messy real-world problems being
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solved are complex situations that involve
							complicated tasks and questions
							
(University of Florida Center for
							
Instructional Technology and
							
Training). Hence, this type of
							
assessment does not have one path
							
for students to demonstrate learning
							
mastery. Instead, students may take
							
multiple paths toward solving problems
							
and justify their choices and outputs.
							
Moreover, authentic assessment also
							
demands that students practice and
							
apply essential learning and
							
innovation skills, such as creativity,
							 collaboration, communication, and
							critical thinking. Students engage in deep
						inquiry, research, practice, prototyping, testing,
					
and even improving or refining solutions. In terms of
				
problems to solve, authentic assessment can be done
				
on 21st-century themes or issues that are aligned with module
			
goals or standards. The United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) have been widely integrated into many authentic assessment methods, making the
challenge more concrete, relevant, and meaningful for students.

AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT UPHOLDS THE
IMPORTANCE OF PROCESSES AND PRODUCTS.
Using authentic assessment, teachers can holistically assess student achievement without
depending on traditional quizzes or long tests. While relying on traditional assessment is still
possible, teachers must be aware of their limitations in terms of what they can measure, especially
if tests focus more on memorization (Wiley Education Services).
Authentic assessment gives importance to both processes and outputs, whether they are
products or final performances. Evaluating final outputs or performances is definitely expected.
However, it is also important to consider and focus on processes or how students arrived at
the outputs. The processes were, after all, responsible for how the students practiced and
honed their skills, something that the outputs will not show. Examples of essential skills include
communication, decision-making, listening, addressing feedback, collaborative, and negotiation
skills. While these skills cannot at be graded, teachers need to realize that the process part of
authentic assessment is where students manifest and build up these skills.
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DIFFERENT AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT TOOLS
CAN BE DESIGNED AND USED FOR REMOTE LEARNING.
The following steps are recommended when designing authentic assessment (University of Florida
Center for Instructional Technology and Training:
◊ Identify key assessment standards
◊ Identify tasks for students to perform or do that are grounded on real-world scenarios
◊ Identify accepted evidence of learning
◊ Identify performance or product task criteria
◊ Develop rubrics for performances or products
◊ Identify benchmarks or check-ins for the duration of the assessment
◊ Plan for sharing feedback and showcase results with the public
The following are examples of authentic assessment tools:
◊ Synthesis papers
◊ Research papers
◊ Peer reviews
◊ Case studies
◊ Collaborative inquiry projects
◊ Showcases or project e-portfolios
◊ Multimedia or digital productions as
solutions to problems
◊ Wikis or web pages that showcase
authentic learning
◊ Videos or digital presentations that
showcase products
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◊ Digital storytelling projects

What to Do
The following strategies, tips, and best practices can help teachers design and implement
authentic assessment in remote learning:
◊ Provide students clear standards and rubrics. Students must know what is expected of them.
They should also be aware of the performance criteria so they can set goals and strategically
plan how to achieve these as they go through various processes. Rubrics help them know
how their solutions or performances will be assessed. While rubrics help teachers objectively
and consistently grade student performance, students can use the indicators to reflect on how
they can further improve their work. Rubrics can serve as checklists of what they need to do
as part of authentic assessment.
◊ Give students a choice and a voice to demonstrate mastery. Authentic assessment tackles
open-ended problems, which allows students to choose among multiple paths to take to arrive
at solutions. Giving them an opportunity to select how they would show off their solutions
gives them voice and a deeper sense of ownership and engagement as they accomplish
the assessment. Choice can come in the form of the medium or tool to use to demonstrate
mastery for specific problems. Teachers must remember to create rubrics that focus on
learning goals so these can be used across different media or products.
◊ Provide students exemplars or models of success. Shifting to authentic assessment can
be challenging for students, especially when they are not familiar with the outputs they
are expected to produce. Teachers can provide exemplars to give students a clearer
understanding of expectations.
◊ Design developmentally appropriate forms of authentic assessment. Because authentic
assessment demands that students work on complex problems and engage in several steps
or stages to accomplish activities, teachers must remember to always design tests according
to the learners’ capabilities and contexts. Students will have a hard time working on authentic
assessment that requires creating products they should know how to make or solving
problems that may not happen in their immediate context.
◊ Introduce design thinking to help students create better products or outputs. Design thinking
is a human-centered approach to creating innovative products. Through it, students are
challenged to deal with real people who are affected by the problem and create diverse
solutions that may not be the same as their classmates’, lessening the chances of copying
from someone else. The stages in design thinking gives students an opportunity to practice
empathy, convergent and divergent thinking, reflection, and refining.
◊ Give students space for self-assessment, individual reflection, and solution refining. This space
can be strategically spread across the period dedicated for creating the output. Students must
be led to check if they are making the right decisions by trying out their solutions or checking
them side-by-side with the rubrics.
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◊ Break down complex authentic assessment activities into smaller components, stages,
or phases. That makes it more manageable for students to accomplish them. When
authentic assessment is presented and implement as a single big event, students may feel
overwhelmed, adding unnecessary pressure and diverting their focus away from the task.
Teachers can set up check-ins for reflection and feedback at each stage.
◊ Establish support lines for students as they undergo authentic assessment. It is much better
that they consult teachers regarding concerns rather than their peers, classmates, or parents.
◊ Foster academic integrity in assessing remote learning. Orient students about what is expected
of them. While there are no cheat-proof forms to assess remote learning, making students
realize the importance of academic integrity, especially without the presence of teachers, is
necessary. Students must also remember that they are only tricking and robbing themselves of
significant learning experiences when they fail to practice integrity.
◊ Give clear instructions and expectations to parents. Parents must realize that any form of
intervention robs their children of acquiring the essential skills in the process and applying what
they learned.

What to Ask
Take some time to ponder on the following reflection questions on designing and implementing
authentic assessment in remote learning:
◊ What are the challenges and opportunities related to designing and implementing authentic
assessment in remote learning?
◊ How can students use technological tools to accomplish authentic assessment in remote
learning?
◊ If students do not have access to technology, what are possible ways for them to do authentic
assessment?
◊ How can I promote academic integrity as a lifelong learning and character development value
among my students?

Resources and Tools
The following are some tools and resources in designing and implementing authentic assessment
in remote learning:
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SAMPLE AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT FORMATS
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Synthesis papers
Research papers
Collaborative inquiry projects
Learning logs
Peer reviews
Case studies

ENABLING TOOLS AND APPS
◊ Word processing applications: Microsoft Word,
Google Docs, and Pages
◊ Slideshow applications: Microsoft PowerPoint,
Google Slides, Keynote, and Canva
◊ Spreadsheet applications: Microsoft Excel,
Google Sheets, and Numbers

◊ Multimedia or digital products as evidence of
authentic learning

◊ Video or film-making applications: Clips, iMovie,
and Adobe Spark Video
◊ Podcasting and audio-recording applications:
Anchor, GarageBand, and Audacity
◊ Digital poster and infographic applications:
Canva and Adobe Photoshop
◊ E-book publishing applications: Book Creator,
Pages, and Canva
◊ 3D-modeling applications: Tinker CAD
◊ World-building applications: Minecraft Education

◊ Showcase or project portfolios

◊ Google Sites, Weebly, WordPress, Wix, Seesaw,
Book Creator, Pages, and One Note

◊ Recorded performances

◊ Camera apps

◊ Take a look at ways to create rubrics at http://jfmueller.faculty.noctrl.edu/toolbox/rubrics.htm.
◊ Get a load of useful tools for generating rubrics at https://rubric-maker.com.
◊ Read more on the UN SDGs for Kids at https://sdgtoolkit.org/tool/sdgs-for-kids/ and https://
worldslargestlesson.globalgoals.org.
◊ Learn more about design thinking from https://tll.gse.harvard.edu/design-thinking.
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CONCLUSION

We don’t know how long
this pandemic will last. But
we know with certainty that we must deal
with the consequences today—boldly,
innovatively, and together.
—Stefania Giannini, Assistant
Director-General for
Education, UNESCO, 2020

The unprecedented shift to remote learning caused numerous challenges, demanded for
adjustments, and led to deeper reflections on the structures, policies, and relevance of education.
Teachers had to be courageous in unlearning, learning, and relearning necessary knowledge and
skills to reach out to and teach their students despite the distances that separated them. Certain
educational practices that were effective in face-to-face learning had to be reviewed. Despite that,
however, newer and innovative practices in remote learning, most especially in online learning, took
center stage to ensure that learning continues.
In the coming months, more and more schools will reopen, albeit gradually to ensure the safety
of both students and teachers. Given the unpredictability of the pandemic, though, teachers and
students need to continue improving their confidence in rapidly shifting to remote learning if the
need arises.
This toolkit highlighted the important principles related to different areas of remote learning and
shared best practices, tips, resources, and tools that can help teachers design better remote
learning experiences for students. In applying these, teachers must always remember that the
best and most important consideration should always be to understand the needs, contexts,
and challenges that students face. Using this toolkit will allow teachers to design remote learning
experiences that are meaningful, relevant, and appropriate to their students.
Home-school partnerships need to be stronger more than ever. No remote learning program can
succeed without the support of parents and other people at home. Teachers, school leaders, and
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parents need to collaborate to ensure that
							
students continue to learn. They need
							
to be open to feedback. Stronger
							
communication lines must be sustained
							
so students’ needs and issues are
							
addressed. Some challenges may
							
require more collaborative efforts and
							
wider networks. Schools and parents
							
must also tap external partners, such as
							
LGUs. After all, it takes a village to raise a
							 child.
							
Finally, teachers are education’s front
							
liners. They are the backbone of the
							
education system. Without them, the
							
world will witness a tremendous loss,
						
the effects of which will reverberate across
						
sectors. Today’s teachers need to be recognized
					
and celebrated for their work, not just in ensuring remote
				
learning but also in supporting every student beyond their
				
academic needs. Hence, school leaders need to lead and
support their teachers with care. Governments need to continue improving the status of the
profession. In the end, education continues because of their hard work, expertise, and dedication.
All that said, thank you, dear teachers, for being courageous and innovative. The world celebrates
you!
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